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This is the tenth and final report in a seriesof
reports to
High

Congress, required under the

Speed

Ground

Transportation

(HSGT) Act of 1965, Section 10 (b ) which
states, “ The Secretary shall report to the
President and the Congress the results ofhis
evaluation

of the

research

and develop

ment program and the demonstration pro
gram authorized by this Act, and shall make
recommendations to the President and the
Congress with respect to such future action
asmay be appropriate in the light of these
results and their relationship to othermodes
of transportation in

attaining the objective

of promoting a safe , adequate, economic,
and efficient national transportation sys
tem .”

The purpose is to

evaluate the ac

tivities carried out under the authority of
that Act from Fiscal Year 1966 to the pres
ent. In addition to presenting the evaluation
and making recommendations, this report
also presents the history of the HSGT pro
gram consolidated into one document.

The primary reference sources used were
the previous reports to Congress. ( 1-11) *
More than 400 reports have been published
during the course of the HSGT Program ;
these documents are available from the Na
tional Technical Information Service , U.S.
Department of Commerce , Springfield , VA
22161. In
from
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Research
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Introduction

The High
program

Speed Ground

Transportation
evolved from the U.S. Department

2. Demonstration projects to determine
the contribution that high speed

of Commerce's Northeast Corridor Trans

ground transportation could make to

the

more efficient and economical inter

Project (NECTP ). When

portation

city transportation systems.

NECTP was established in 1964, its mission
included

cost-benefit comparisons of the
3. A national program

to improve the

various transportation modes thatmightbe
scope and availability of transporta
tion statistics .

used to improve passenger transportation
from

Washington , D.C. to Boston , Massa

chusetts. One of the project's first findings
was that technology existed fornew systems

OHSGT (subsequently

the Federal Rail

road Administration ), carried out the first

of high -speed ground transportation ,12 but

two activities and the Office of the Secretary

research and development (R & D )must be

of Transportation , the third .

done to predict the performance and to es

OHSGT designed the R & D program
timate the cost of those systems. At that
time, no authority existed for the Federal

to ad

Government to conduct such R & D ; there

vance the technology ofhigh speed ground
transportation . The objectives were to ad

fore , the NECTP staff prepared a legislative

vance rail technology as rapidly as possible

request to authorize a ground transporta
tion R & D program
for the Secretary of

and to explore technologies that might be
useful for new modes of intercity ground

Commerce.

transportation .

That request resulted in

the

passage of the High Speed Ground Trans

Until the Federal Railroad

Safety

Act of

portation Act, Public Law 89-220 , by the
1970 , the HSGT Act was the primary au
89th Congress (see Appendix A ). President
Johnson signed the Act into law on September 30 , 1965 , and the first funds were
appropriated on October 31, 1965 .

thority that FRA possessed to conduct
R & D . Under the authority of the 1970
Safety

Act, FRA

initiated

several safety

R & D projects as a part of the rail technology

program . The HSGT program
Upon

the signing of the HSGT Act, the

retain

aspects of safety

continued to

in many of its

Office of High Speed Ground Transporta-

projects — mostnotably, the improved track

tion (OHSGT)was established as part ofthe

development project which had as a major

staff of the Under Secretary of Commerce
for Transportation . Three basic activities

objective reduction of derailments and track
related accidents.

were authorized by the Act:
The HSGT Act uses the term
transportation”
1. Research

speed

and development of high

ground transportation .

" ground

without any limiting lan

guage , but the early work was passenger

oriented to support the Northeast Corridor
3

Transportation

Project. Although

the

HSGT track R & D project was aimed at high
speed passenger service,much ofthework
was general enough

so

that time, the demonstrations begun under
the HSGT Act had been

completed , and

only hardware projects remained .

that all track ,

The efforts to

whether designed for passenger, freight, or
mixed service would benefit from the re

ground transportation system as an alterna

sults. In

addition to track , OHSGT under

tive to increasing the speed of existing rail

develop a new

high -speed

took some freight R & D jointly with the rail

passenger service were hampered by a

industry on some ofthe critical freight prob

series of developments :

lems, such as long train dynamics , using the
HSGT authority in the absence of other

•

The need for large amounts of Govem
mentmoney tomaintain rail service in the

specific legislative authority .

Northeast and Midwest - primarily to re
habilitate the road bed

and physical

The first report to Congress on progress of
plant- caused
tasks designated in

a major drain

on

funds

the HSGT Act, dated
available fortransportation . Federal fund

September 1966 , stated “ The R & D

pro

gram hasbeen started with the emphasis on

ing for rail rehabilitation , which was au
thorized by the Regional Rail Reorganiza

railroad technology . This emphasis will shift
to the new technology projects when facili

tion Act of 1973 and the Railroad Revi

ties, i.e., test cars , test track and instrumen

talization and Regulatory Reform Act of
1976 , totaled $ 2.6 billion . The decision

tation are all operational.”
to maintain and improve a national net
work ofrail passenger service also added
This final report documents the achieve
ments and results of the HSGT program ,

to the drain on transportation funds. The
Amtrak deficit and capital grant appropri

the implementation ofthose results, and the

ations through Fiscal Year 1977 totaled
transfer of HSGT technology
modes of transportation .

to

other

more than

$ 1.5 billion . With

amounts being requested from

Commerce

Congress

for the continuation and improvement of
conventional rail service it became evi

One ofOHSGT's first actions after passage
of the HSGT Act was to

such large

request that the

Technical Advisory

dent that off-setting reductions would
have to be made in less critical programs

Board

(CTAB ) provide advice on the content of a
such as the advanced high -speed ground
HSGT R & D

program . CTAB organized a

transportation R & D .
special panel and, after study of pertinent
technology, recommended a number of

•
projects 3 — most of which were incorpo
rated into the OHSGT program .

The growth of demand for transportation
had slowed in recent years; forecasts
made in the mid - 1960s of the time to
saturate the capacity of existing transport
have been stretched out into the future.

When the Department of Transportation
was established in 1967, the OHSGT be

Advent of larger aircraft has reduced air
came a part of the FederalRailroad Admin
port congestion — at least temporarily .
istration . In

1972 a reorganization of FRA
Therefore , the pressures to relieve con

incorporated the HSGT activities in

a new

gestion , which

FRA Office of Research, Development and

seemed so urgent in the

1960s, diminished — at least for a decade.

Demonstrations as part of a broadened
R & D program . In

1975 , another reorgani

zation placed the hardware R & D under the
Office of Research and Development. At

4

With all of these factors atwork , the decision
to

discontinue or significantly

alter the

seemed

HSGT program

appropriate to

under the HSGT Act, this is the final HSGT
for future

Congress and the Department of Transpor

report. FRA will use another form

tation . With the last HSGT funding in Fiscal

reports on the progress of Railroad R & D .

Year 1975 , the remaining HSGT activity
was transferred to the Railroad Research
and Development Program . While FRA has
not requested

R & D

funding under the

HSGT authority in recentyears, certain ad
vanced systemswork has continued
reduced

scope. In

at a

those cases where the

U.S. technology was ahead of foreign de

The organization

changes — starting with

the Office ofHigh Speed Ground Transpor
tation (OHSGT) moving from
ment of Commerce to
Transportation

the Depart

the Department of

and the Federal Railroad

Administration (FRA ), continuing through
the absorption ofOHSGT into the FRA Of

velopment and there is a near term potential

fice ofResearch Development and Demon

application work is continuing. An example

strations (ORD & D ), and

is the linear motor activity . Further, ar
rangements were made between FRA and

change of ORD & D

to

ending with

the

the Office of Re

search and Development- have not been

the Assistant Secretary for Systems Devel

specifically noted in each chapter or section

assure a low

of this report. Name changes have been

opment and Technology to

level Tracked Levitated Vehicle activity by
funding study activities under the Transpor

incorporated into the accounts of activities
in the proper sequence without comment;

Planning Research , and Develop

such comments would be repeated many

ment appropriation . Since there is no cur

times in this report if included in the descrip

tation

rent or anticipated request for funding

tion of each program .

5

Abbreviations

and Acronyms

AAR

-Association of American Rail

JPL

roads

-Jet Propulsion Laboratory of
the California

ACV

-Air Cushion Vehicle

AEC

-Atomic Energy Commission
—now

split into

KOMET

-Unmanned magnetically levi
tated

the Nuclear

Commission

Regulatory

Insititute of

Technology

test vehicle of Krauss

Maffei and Messerschmitt

and

Boelkow - Blohm

the Energy Research and De
LIM

velopment Administration
Amtrak

-National Railroad Passenger

LIMRV

Telephone

-American

and

LRC

СТАВ

DOT

ble )

-Container on Flat Car
Maglev

-Commerce
ory Board

-U.S. Department of Transpor

NAS

-National Academy ofSciences

NECTP

—Northeast Corridor Transpor
tation Project

-Federal Aviation

Administra

NSF

tion of the U.S. DOT

OHSGT
FAST

Magnetic Levitation

Technical Advis

tation
FAA

-Canadian passenger train pro

totype (light, rapid , comforta

Telegraph Co.
COFC

-Linear Induction Motor Re
search Vehicle

Corp.
AT & T

-Linear Induction Motor

-Facility

for Accelerated

vice Testing, located

at the

Office of High Speed Ground

Transportation

Ser

Transportation Test Center in
Colorado

-National Science Foundation

O & M
ORE

-Operations and Maintenance
-Office of Research
perimentation

FHWA

-Federal Highway Administra
tion of the U.S. DOT

FRA

-Federal Railroad Administra

-General

Applied

Science

-High

-Pueblo Army Depot

PCU

-Power Conditioning Units—
Linear Motor Control Unit

PINY

-Polytechnic

–High

Speed Ground

Trans

PRR

-Pennsylvania

Railroad

(merged into the Penn Central

Speed Ground

Center, renamed
portation

Institute of New

York

portation
HSGTC

of the Interna

PAD

Laboratories, Inc.
HSGT

Ex

tional Union of Railways

tion of the U.S. DOT
GASL

and

the

Test Center, of the

U.S. DOT

in

Test

Trans

PTACV

1968)

—Prototype Tracked

Air Cush

ion Vehicle (formerly Urban
Tracked Air Cushion Vehicle )

7

R & D
RDL

and Development

Research

-Rail Dynamics Laboratory lo

cated

at the

TLV

-Tracked Levitated Vehicle

TOFC

-Trailer on Flat Car

TRANSIM

- A computer simulation of the
Penn Central New York

Transportation

Test Center
RPI

-Railway Progress Institute (the
Washington
operations
(Transportation Simulation )

association of railroad supply
companies )
SLG

TSC

- Transportation

Systems

-Synchronous Longitudinal
Center of the U.S. DOT, lo

Guidance - control system

for
cated in

Cambridge, Mass.

multimodal or dualmode
TTC
SLRV

-Standard

Light Rail Vehi

the U.S. DOT, located near

cle — prototype transit vehicle
SOAC

-State of the Art ( Transit ) Car

TACV

-Tracked Air Cushion Vehicle

TACRV

Pueblo , Colorado
UTACV

( renamed

Tracked

-Tracked Hovercraft Ltd

UMTA

TLRV

-Tracked Levitated Research
Vehicle

8

-Urban Mass

Prototype

Transportation

Administration

of the U.S.

DOT

(a

British government supported
firm )

Tracked Air Cushion

Tracked Air Cushion Vehicle )

Levitated Research Vehicle )
THL

-Urban

Vehicle (renamed

-Tracked Air Cushion Research
Vehicle

-Transportation Test Center of

VPI

-Virginia Polytechnic

&
VVPCU

Institute

State University

-Variable Voltage Power Con
ditioning Unit
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Descriptions of the accomplishments reveal

near Pueblo , Colorado. Once construction

that much valuable work has already been

of test facilities started , expenditures fol

done, but HSGT technology is not yet “ on
the - shelf” and the work should be con

lowed for equipment and facilities to sup
port all testing ( e.g., roads , buildings ,

tinued on

fences, utility networks). In addition to test

a modest scale to complete de

velopment of improved technology . (See
recommendations).

A recital of the more important achieve
ments of the HSGT program
from
1965
also serves to summarize this report.

facilities, FRA has invested nearly $ 9 million
from

the HGST

program

budget for FY

1970 through 1975 for such support items,
and spent another $ 9 million for operating
costs such as fuel, guard services, fire pro
tection , and maintenance . DOT has in
vested a total of $ 52 million from

Federal Rail R &

D

Program

all appro

priations and today the TTC plays a major
railroad and transit improvement

role in

Until the HSGT Actwas passed in 1965 , the

programs.

Federal Goverment's role in railroad R & D
was limited to occasional equipment devel
opment by the Department of Defense. The
HSGT Act created the first continuing com
prehensive Federalrail R & D program . The

The Transportation Test Center provides
ground transportation test facilities that
should enable industry to produce technol
ogy at a rapid pace and help railroads and

initial year's expenditure on rail R & D was a

transit authorities to

littlemore than $ 4 million; ten years later, in

the efficiency

1975 , the rail R & D budget had grown to

technology progresses, new

$60 million , reflecting recognition by Con

facilities may be needed and the future of
the

TTC

continue to improve

of their operations. As

should

kinds of test

be one of continuing

gress of some success in the ten - year R & D
program

and, at the sametime, the expecta

change.

tion that technology can help to solve the
serious financial programs facing the rail in
dustry .

Transportation

Test Center

Demonstrations of Improved
Rail Passenger Service

Demonstration

of an

improved quality of

rail passenger transportation by the Met

The HSGT advanced system
nent R & D

and compo

programs provided the impetus

for construction of the

extensive

ground

roliners and Turbo

Trains indicated

that

demand does exist for such service in heav

transportation test facilities that exist today

ily traveled corridors. This finding was a
factor in the formation of Amtrak and is one

at the Transportation

of the considerations that influenced Con

10

Test Center (TTC )

gress to appropriate the current $ 1.75 bil
to improve the physical plant

lion program

between Bos

of the rail passenger system
ton and Washington .

possible deployment in the Northeast Cor
ridor. From

these studies, high - speed con

ventional rail and tracked air cushion vehi
cles (TACV ) emerged as the two leading

Amtrak has profited from
tion in other ways:

the demonstra

candidates. Further engineering defined the
performance of the candidates and esti

mated the investment and operating costs;

• Of all routes the Metroliners have pro

these results were used in the early North
east Corridor Project cost-benefit analyses.

vided the greatest source of revenue to
Amtrak since the corporation began op
Rail Passenger Statistics

erations.
•

The Metroliner car design was the only
As a part of the Metroliner and Turbo Train
domestic car design

available that could
demonstrations, machine- readable

seat

be used on all U.S. mainlines; if Amtrak
had had to commission a new

design for

checks were used in the development of an
automated data -processing system to pro

its Amfleet cars, the cost and delivery
schedule would have been

higher and

longer, respectively — perhaps as much

•

duce ridership statistics by stations of origin
and destination . These statistics have given
Amtrak better information on which to plan

as 50 percent in each .

service .

FRA procedures for automated data
processing of ridership statistics were ex

Auto - Train

from

panded

the Northeast Corridor

trains to the Amtrak national network of
routes.

Market studies by OHSGT showed a large
demand for travelby passengers taking au
tomobiles along on

•

system

The Corridor reservation

a train . Because

the

has

been the basis for the Amtrak nationwide

potential market was so promising, Con
gress would not fund a planned demonstra

reservation system .
tion
•

A

computer simulation of the Northeast
rail

Corridor

operations

system

(TRANSIM ), developed to aid scheduling
the New

York -Washington

demonstra

and the initiative was left to private
new corporation has made a

industry . A
success

of this

passengers

concept for carrying

and their automobiles on

the

same train .

tion trains, has been and continues to be
used

to

evaluate

proposed

im-

Grade -Crossings

provements to the Corridor rail passen
ger service.

•

The

suburban

Improvements in grade-crossings protec
tion on the Metroliner and Turbo Train
station

experiments
routes sparked

proved that many travelers whose trips
originate or terminate outside central
business districts will use suburban sta

program

to

im

prove protection hardware , such

as

gate

R & D

motors and controlcircuitry , and a national
program

tions and constitute additional patronage
for Amtrak .

an

to improve grade-crossing safety .

Track -Geometry Inspection
Northeast Corridor
The FRA Office of Safety has available for
FRA evaluated potentialHSGT systems for

track inspection the beginnings of a fleet of

11

automated track -geometry measurement

demonstrated for FRA are available for fu

cars thatwere developed as a project in the

ture systemswith speeds higher than cate

HSGT program . These automated cars

nary (overhead ) power collection can ac

contain

commodate .

on -board data - processing

equip

ment that provides FRA inspectors and rail
road maintenance -of-way engineers excep

tion

Rail Dynamics Laboratory

reports showing compliance with , or
The vertical shaker and roller rig in the Rail

violation of, Federal track safety standards.
Dynamics Laboratory (RDL ) will provide a
These reports are available at the end of a
capability for controlled tests not possible
measurementrun without delay for process
on the Transportation Test Center tracks or
ing. Railroad managements now

use such

in

over- the-road tests on

operating rail

cars for planning track maintenance . The
roads. With completion of the RDL , carriers
use of automated
urement cars to

track -geometry meas

augment field inspectors

and suppliers will soon

have a

spectrum

evaluate new

of facilities to

complete
de

makes possible an expanded andmore reli
signs and investigate dynamics problems.
able FRA safety inspection program

and

reduces the probability of track failures and

train

Ground

Transportation

derailments.

Technology
Dynamics

of Track

OHSGT and FRA contracts for HSGT and

In 1968 FRA began measurementofwheel

railroad R & D projects have created new
centers of expertise in ground transporta

loads imposed on track and the develop

tion at several universities and research in

ment of a mathematicalmodel of the distri
stitutions. These organizations have ex
bution

of wheel loads through the track

panded or transferred their capabilities into

structure and into the supporting soil. This

urban transportation and railroad technol

activity comprised the first such systematic
theoretical and experimental investigation

ogy programs.

since the work done by

Talbott for the

American Railroad Association in the 1920s

Magnetic Levitation
(MAGLEV )

and 1930s. The work has expanded into a
family ofmathematicalmodels which will be

FRA developed international Maglev tech

used by the AAR and its member railroads.

nical information exchange programs with
West Germany, Japan, and Canada. The

Linear Electric Motors

information gained enabled the FRA to pro

The HSGT program , in

ceed with Maglev development at a much
lower cost than would have been possible if

cooperation with

researchers in half a dozen

countries, has

advanced the technology of linear electric
motors from

laboratory curiosities to

full

scale motor designs available for propulsion
applications. The power conditioning (or
control circuitry ) forlinear induction motors
(LIM ) is ready for both LIM

all the research

had been

done by FRA

alone. The Office of the Assistant Secretary
of Transportation
ment and

for

Technology

Systems Develop
continues to

joint programs, using Canadian

fund

and Ger

man test facilities. In addition , FRA recently

and other appli-

engaged in a joint US -USSR magnetic levi

cations such as three- phase AC locomotives

tation information exchange as follow - up to

being considered

Europe. High - speed

a commitmentby PresidentNixon and Sec

three- phase power collection techniques

retary Brezhnev in their 1974 agreement.
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in

Air Cushion Analysis

RAM

Analytical and experimental research at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology re

The tracked air cushion vehicle (TACV) re

sulted in the development of a theory of air

Air Cushion

search done for FRA found that the idea of

cushion performance that was verified by

using the forward speed of a vehicle to pres
sure air (ram air ) for supply to the cushions

the Tracked

could

Levitated Research

(TLRV ) air cushion
now available
vehicles.

Vehicle

tests. The concept is

for design

of any future

significantly

reduce

the power re

quired for levitation. A TACV system using
less energy may be possible utilizing this
principle .

13
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Although

the capacity

of all modes of

passenger travel is not fully utilized today,

Assistant Secretary for Policy and Interna
tional Affairs,17 it was concluded :

even in the most heavily traveled corridors,
the demand for travelwill eventually exceed

“ TLV is an additional option for our future

the capacity of the present systems. Pro

national transportation system

jections by the Office of the Secretary of
Transportation indicate that Northeast Cor

provide a safe, comfortable ride at aircraft
speeds. TLV is a potential substitute for

which could

ridor transportation modes will be saturated

high -density , short-haul air in the event of

by Year 2010. Whether saturation of therail

either energy or congestion contingencies.

network occurs then or earlier because of

The results of the current R & D program

shifts from

needed to aid

other modes brought about by

petroleum shortages, transportation planners eventually will have to consider alter

are

in future multi -billion dollar

implementation decisions.”

native means for expanding the transporta

Research programs on Maglev

tion system's capacity to move passengers.

motor programsaremaking good progress

The HSGT technology should be available
as an option so that consideration ofalterna

in Canada , Germany, and Japan . If the
United States continues to have enough in

tives for increasing the capacity

formation for a fair exchange , progress in

of our

passenger transportation systems is not lim
ited to expansion of existing systems. The

Department should continue a program

of

and linear

this country could be made for a relatively
small investment. The exchange programs

constitute an extraordinary opportunity for

of progress on

cost- effective research . TheGerman Ministry

improved technologies which could be the
basis for finalevaluation of future hardware

of Research and Technology has already

careful, systematic review

for improved systems. The R & D programs

spent large sums of money on their pro
grams. Likewise , the

Japanese National

should among other accomplishments ena

Railways is making considerable invest

ble DOT by 1995 to :

ments in this area of research . The Cana

dian

Transportation Development Agen

• Do a detailed comparison of a preferred
cy's research budget ismuch smaller and is
advanced high -speed ground transporta
largely spent with universities, but the qual
tion system

and improved rail.

ity of the research is unusually high .
•

Specify the design , construction , and im
plementation of a advanced high - speed

Two U.S. programs which will continue to

ground transportation system , if the
comparison is favorable .

support both the international information
exchanges and the development of future
new systems are the linearmotor program ,

In the High Speed Ground Transportation

funded by FRA, and the smallmaglev effort,

Alternatives Study of January 1973, by the

underway in the Office ofthe Assistant Sec

16

retary of Transportation for SystemsDevel

maintenance

opment and Technology .

elevated and underground guideways.

Specific projects that could be carried out
a modest scale under these programs

on
are :

costs; including surface,

Finally , all ground transportation , whether
intercity or urban , rail, rubber tired , or levi
tated

can

benefit from

good engineering

cost- effectiveness studies of improved
• Experimental work to compare the can
guideway designs and

construction

tech

didate techniques of levitation - e.g., at
niques .

traction maglev, repulsion maglev, and
ram

air cushion — for reliability , ride qual

ity , power consumption , costs, etc.

The Railroad R & D

projects carried on

under the HSGT Act are now
•

funded from

Linear electric motor studies to determine
the Railroad Research and Development
the performance of single - sided motors

appropriation

and

are making good pro

and linear synchronous motors to com

gress . The interest of the railroad industry is
pare with currently available evaluations

evidenced by

the large number of joint

of double - sided motors and linear induc

tion motors .
• Linear electric motor control develop
ment - power conditioning units — to re

projects such

as Track Train Dynamics,
Tank Car Safety and FAST. Another aspect

which should be pursued

examination of possible application to rail

duce the size , weight and cost of such

roads of technology

equipment.

HSGT program .

• Longer life power collection system brush

is a continuing

developed

in

the

Some possibilities are

single -sided linear electric motors for clas
sification yard retarders, improved panto

materials .
• Reduction of guideway construction and

graph contact shoematerials, and improved
train controls.
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OHSGT planned its rail technology
gram

pro

on three parallel approaches: analyti

cal studies, laboratory
tests — each

tests, and field

road 21-mile (33.8 km ) test track

in New

Jersey to be excellent. OHSGT accepted
the cars in April 1967.

complementing the others to
High -Speed

produce maximum

Tests -

1967. During

results. The test cars,
high -speed runs in New

Jersey , pieces of

Test Center tracks, and the Rail Dynamics
ballast were sucked up from the roadbed as

Laboratory are all parts of the program .
the train

passed, damaging the electrical

equipment suspended from

the floor of the

Test Cars
testcars. This led to improved protection for
the underfloor equipment on Metroliners:

Although

prototype cars were not in

cluded in planning for the Washington -New
York rail passenger demonstration , Gov
ernment engineers recognized from

The equipment housing was increased in
thickness and all electrical connectionswere
enclosed in

them .

the

start that an opportunity to run high speed

High speed runs ofthe test cars also investi

tests of self-propelled rail passenger cars be

gated catenary /pantograph motions for

fore completion of the Metroliner produc
tion would be useful as a check on the Met

the purpose of reducing the number of in

roliner design . Also , OHSGT could under

power. These tests revealed that the stand

take a variety of railroad R & D activities with

terruptions to the overhead transfer of

ard procedure of running multiple - unit
each car's pantograph

such test cars. In December 1965 , OHSGT

(MU ) trains with

placed an order with the Budd Company to
existing designs

raised and contacting the catenary conduc

manufacture four cars from

for Philadelphia commuter multi- unit cars

tor wire was unsatisfactory . Each following
pantograph amplified the oscillation of the

to serve as test cars. (See Figure 1).

catenary caused by the leading pantograph.
Frequently the trailing pantograph contact
the conductor wire .

The test cars were an electric self -propelled

shoe separated from

type without the passenger interiors

and

Further testing showed that, with one pan

with the addition of high -speed gear boxes
for the traction motors. The contract called

tograph up for each pair ofcars, oscillations
decreased and performance

improved

(241

markedly . Consequently, the PRR installed

km /h ) capability. Early runs revealed higher

jumper cables on the Metroliner roofs, elec

aerodynamic

calculated , so

trically linking the two pantographs for each

head- end and rear plastic fairings were in

pair of cars. Thus, Metroliner trains now

for Budd to demonstrate

drag than

150 mph

stalled and a speed of 157mph (253km /h )
was achieved . Observers and instruments

operate with

one pantograph per pair of

cars raised against the cantenary .

alike found the ride quality at 150 mph (241
km /h ) on the OHSGT/ Pennsylvania Rail

20

In other tests , different contact shoe mate

rials were evaluated to determine those with

the on -board telephone system

the best wear resistance. A

roliners. The equipment developed in

sintered metal

graphite was found superior to

filled with

for theMet

cluded antennas and other vehicle -borne

the plain iron shoes that the Pennsylvania

equipment, which Bell Labs tested for per

Railroad was then using. Tests were also

formance

in

conjunction with wayside

made with small aerodynamic fins fastened

transceivers. Bell even

to a pantograph which were designed to
take advantage of the flow of air produced

of the telephone coin boxes to make sure
that the motion of a train would not cause

by the train's movement to keep the pan

checked operation

malfunctions.

tograph in contact with the catenary more
consistently than the normal spring action

Soon after OHSGT accepted the test cars,

could

aerodynamic fins

they were offered to private firms as test

could prove worthwhile on future high
speed trains. Railroad engineers fears of

platforms for prototype devices. Although
discussions were held with several com

do alone. Such

damage

from

aerodynamic

buffeting as

panies , the only

" device”

installed

in

the

Metroliners passed each otherwere allayed

cars was a setoftinted window glass in one

when tests with passing speeds of up to 238

car by the PPG

Company.

AMF Research

adapted a submarine sur

mph ( 383 km / h ) showed no serious buffet
ing forces.

veillance system , to
Upon completion of the high - speed

pro

continuously monitor

the condition of trucks,wheelbearings, trac

gram , OHSGT made one test car available

tion motors, and brakes for the test cars.

to Bell Telephone Laboratories to develop

The General Electric Co. successfully used a

De

Figure 1. FRA Test Cars, Before Removal of Electric Propulsion .
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similar device on

the Metroliner electric

response Melpar, Inc. developed track

propulsion system . Today , Amtrak is install

measuring instrumentation using proximity
sensors .

ing such

surveillance devices on

Amfleet equipment. The system

all its

includes a

display which enables the operator to

take

The track - geometry measuring instrumen
tation installed in the test cars measures ,

corrective action , slowing or stopping the
vehicle if necessary .

records, and displays the various parame

Development of Track -Geometry

include right and left rail alignment, right

ters of track geometry. These parameters

Measurements . With preparation forthe

and left rail profile , track

Metroliner operation

crosslevel. In addition , the car is automati

out of the way, the

major use of the test cars became

and has

continued to be for the last eight years—
development of improved track - geometry
measuring equipment with

its associated

cally located so

computer that digitizes signals once every
2.4

OHSGT developed the track - geometry

Starting in

to advance the state -of

the-art in track inspection and, specifically ,
to

evaluate

the track

Washington -New

to be used

York

for the

and Boston -New

that the position of each

measurement is known . Signals from the
sensors are transmitted to an on -board

data recording and analyses.

measuring system

gage , and

ft. (.7 m ) of track .

October 1968, FRA measured

the geometry on the upgraded Northeast
Corridor tracks for the Metroliner and
Turbo Train demonstrations several times
each year to detect any deterioration that

York demonstrations. This was particularly

required maintenance . Demonstration

important on

York Cor

measurements to acquaint railroad officials

ridor, where maintenance - of-way had long

with the capabilities of the track measuring

been

system

the Boston -New

neglected by the former owner, the

bankrupt New

Haven Railroad.

have been made for various rail

roads, starting with the Santa Fe in March
1971.

Most track measuring cars existing in

1965
FRA , the Bessemer and Lake Erie , and the

used mechanicalsensors that slid along the
rail and limited the speed of the measuring

Denver and Rio Grande Western Railroads

cars to such an extent that their movement

have, since 1971, cooperated in a study of

along the track interfered with revenue ser

the application

vice . They also

maintenance -of-way planning. The objec
tives of the program are to :

tended

to

ride on rough

edges ofworn rail (flash ) rather than the side

of track -geometry data to

of the railhead. The data were recorded on
• improve
paper charts by a mechanical pen

information

for long-range

and

maintenance planning,
analyses were donemanually . Recognizing
the advantages of being able to measure

•

determine costs to maintain track to given

standards,

track at higher speeds up to 150 mph (241
km / h ), not only to lessen interference with

•
traffic , but also to

expand coverage of a

establish quality control of track mainte
nance , and

measuring car,OHSGT, engineers prepared
a specification

to

procure a higher-speed

measuring system , including electronic data

• develop data displays for differentman
agement levels .

processing in recognition that higher speeds
would produce larger quantities of data . In

22

In

support of these

objectives , track

geometry measuring runs have been made

correct defects . This information can

then

semi

be summarized for each section of track to

annually on the B & LE . The railroads have

be used by middle management for plan

used the data to plan track repairs
and long- range maintenance activities.

ning maintenance programs. Track

annually

on

the D & RGW

and

D & RGW and B & LE personnel have pro
vided recommendations for the modifica

quality

indices developed for quarter-mile sections
of track can be sorted by a computer pro
to show where maintenance -of-way
should first be done. Examples of

tion of data processing programs, genera

gram
work

tion of user -oriented output formats, and

these reports are shown in Figure 2 .

establishment of track quality indices.
Once

the exception

reports were opera

During the early stages of track measuring

tional, the next step wasto provide real- time

development, the strip chart recording was
a major analysis tool. Although defects were

exception print outs. It became possible to
furnish a list of defects by magnitude and

easy to observe , a measurement run pro

location at the end ofa track measuring run .

duced roll after roll of paper and analysis

On

was time consuming. Computerized excep

working from

tion reports were then

to correct critical defects before the off - line

designed to reduce

several occasions, a track

supervisor,

the real-timereport,was able

analysis time. These reports recognize good

processing runs could

track and printout exceptionsby location in

listing. A curve-measuring procedure and a

digital format. Defects can now be sorted

curvature analysis report have also been
developed. The computer print out de

out by severity to give the first line super
visor the information he needs to locate and

give him

a formal

scribes the curve — i.e ., it identifies the point

50

NO. OF
GAGE EXCEPTIONS
PER MILE

25
П.

0
50
SOLID
AREAS
DENOTE
MILES
WHERE
CLASS 1
STANDARDS
ARE
EXCEEDED

NO . OF
PROFILE EXCEPTIONS
PER MILE

52

25+

0
50

NO . OF
CROSSLEVEL EXCEPTIONS
PER MILE

125 ال
مال
62

168

- 659

31

25
0
50

NO . OF
WARP EXCEPTIONS
PER MILE
SOLID
AREAS
DENOTE
MILES
WHERE
POSTED
SPEED
OR CLASS
IS
LIMITED

25
0
6

CLASS OF TRACK

3
0
100

SPEED IN MPH
(FOR CURVES ONLY)

105105

105

105

50+
0

MILE POST
TRACK NUMBER

57
4

4 3

67
3

77
3

87
3

Figure 2. Sample of Track Geometry Exception Computer Printout
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of tangent to
length

with

the spiral, length of spiral,

of curve, average degree of curva

ture , average super- elevation , and allowa
ble speed.

a

videotape of the catenary /

pantograph.
• Evaluation

of a ballast consolidator on

five railroads.
The proximity sensors installed in the origi

All these tests used
nalmeasuring system

the data

acquisition

have a major draw

capabilities of the test cars. Accelerometers ,
back in

their inability

to measure when

strain
moisture is present. When

rain

saturates the air gap , no usefulreading can
obtained. ENSCO , Inc. developed

be

gauges , or displacement transducers

or snow

were attached to cars , wheel sets , etc. and
from them wire leads run to data recording

an

equipment in the test cars .
inertial type
adapted from

of profile measurement
a concept by the Electromo
The cars also made special measurements

tive Division ofGeneralMotors. This meas
on experimental tracks:
urement system
lem

avoids the moisture prob

and has the added advantage of not

• Checks of the UMTA transit test track at

having a sensor located close to the rail to

the

Transportation

Test Center have

been made on several occasions.

strike grade-crossings, guard rails , etc. and
be damaged .

• Measurements were made of the Kansas
Test Track as part ofthe evaluation ofthe
Test Support .While the track measuring

experimental track sections.
system

was in

development, the test cars

•

supported numerous field tests:

Prospective

test sites on

Southern

Pacific's lines were measured

Investigation of the rolling of a Southern

•

Freight Car Truck Design Optimization
Project, and the selected sites were re

Railway large hopper car.

measured during the test program
• Verification of a track

for the

to de

simulation model
termine the inputs of good and bad track

for Battelle Memorial Institute .
in evaluating truck performance .
• Measurement of car accelerations for
input to The MITRE
simulation .

Corporation car

Track

Inspection . By

1974 , track

geometry measuring capability had been
perfected

• Measurement of freight car vibration for
the C & O / B & O Railroad.

tion
• Measurement of ride quality of automo
biles in a rail car.

to

the extent that the test cars

could be used in support ofthe track inspec
responsibilities of the FRA Office of

Safety . In August of that year,because ofan
excessive number of derailments, the FRA
Administrator ordered that the test cars be

• Measurement ofwheel forces in lateral/
used to measure the geometry ofthe Penn
vertical force ratio tests

and the lateral
Centrals tracks between

stability tests in
ment/industry

Chicago

and

support of the gover
Track

Train

Dynamics

Louisville . After analysis of the data , FRA
inspectors found the condition of the tracks

(TTD ) Program .
did not even meet the FRA standard for the
•
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Survey of the catenary profile on theNew
Haven Division of the Penn Central. The

lowest quality oftrack that permits speeds of

geometry , themotion , the electrical cur

no more than 10 mph ( 16 km / h ). The Ad
ministrator ordered the line shut down until

rent and voltage were

the condition of the tracks was improved .

recorded

along

This experience demonstrated the value of

with the high speed testing by the four test

automated track inspection and FRA devel

cars to

oped plans for an automated track inspec

strations. Also

tion program using the capability developed
in the test cars under the HSGT program to

program was the on-board surveillance sys
tem
developed on the test cars and the

supplement the FRA Office of Safety track

Linear Induction Motor Research

inspectors.

high speed truck dynamics testing.

The pair of test cars used in

the

track

measuring R & D program

are now used al
most full time for track safety inspections.

support the Metroliner demon
part of the passenger R & D

Vehicle

Ride Quality . A prime objective of the
passenger R & D

program was to improve
ride quality of rail passenger cars. In 1965 ,

The second pair oftest cars isbeing outfitted

no devices were available to measure ride

with a duplicate set of track measuring and

quality in this country . The technical com

data acquisition equipment at this writing. A

munity could not define engineering stand

former Army hospital rail car has also been
outfitted with both track -geometry measur

ards for a good ride. Since somework had
been done in other countries , OHSGT en

ing equipment and sensors to detect flaws

gineers established tentative standards of

and cracks in rails, which will add a new

vibration amplitude vs. frequency and set

dimension to the safety inspection fleet. The
next unit into the fleet will be a prototype of

first attempts to measure ride quality were

a car designed for higher production track

made with accelerometers mounted on the

about devising measuring techniques. The

inspection — i.e ., wherever possible, auto

car structure. Although this technique pro

mation has been added , such as daily in

vided some useful information , there were

strument calibration , to achieve the maxi
mum

track coverage per day . The pro

totype and following production
each

expected to measure

(48,270 km ) of track

cars are

several shortcomings — i.e ., accelerations
measured were not those experienced by
passengers .

30,000 miles

per year. Current

The next step — a cooperative effort with the

FRA plans include production cars, along

NASA Langley Research Center — took ad

with

highway- rail vehicles with

geometry -measuring capability

partial

vantage of their aircraft ride quality work .

spot

Researchers at Langley had developed a

to

portable accelerometer package that could

check secondary and branch lines.

On -board

processing for immediate

pre

be placed on the floor of a rail car or in a
passenger seat. This package has been used

sentation of inspection car results is avail

to measure the ride quality on a number of

able , and the gage measuring sensors are

different trains to compare car designs or

now magnetic, thus achieving the desired

the ride resulting from

all-weather capability along with the profile
system developed earlier. The R & D cars

track. Usingmeasurements of accelerations

already have inspected some 75,000 miles
of track . The additional FRA capability for

different qualities of

and subjective judgments of ride quality,
improved standards were developed and
used in the levitated vehicle program .

track inspection is particularly important as
roadbeds in the Northeast and Midwest are

ENSCO , Inc. built

rehabilitated .

powered
similar to

PASSENGER

sized

a portable battery

acceleration -measuring device ,
the NASA device. The suitcase

package

was

used

in

several

passenger cars, collecting data for FRA and
The rail passenger R & D

program

started

Amtrak .
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The high

speed running of the LIMRV at

speeds up to

and over 200 mph

( 321

track condition would be too complex and
no further work was undertaken .

km / h ) demonstrated the dynamic per
formance of the Budd

Company's

senger car truck . British

pas

Rail Research

Centre participated in the testing and used

Random

Process . In

another approach

to improve the design ofrail car suspensions
The MITRE Corporation

analyzed

the

the measurements ofaccelerations to verify
their truck mathematical model. The truck

dynamics of an FRA test car using
mathematical modeling and parameter

performed with greater stability and better
ride quality than had been expected .

measurement,which consists of experimen
talwork to determine values to be assigned

Braking . Interest in high speed passenger

technique, which had been

service created a need for improved braking
techniques. Conventional friction brakes

fully in communications, was adapted for
the rail car. The results showed that the

encounter increasing thermal problems
with the wheels as speeds increase ; thus

analysis of responses to

to the model parameters. A random process

attention was directed to braking that could
avoid

this friction

problem

- i.e ., non

used success

random

input of

vibration and acceleration can be an effec
tive way to understand the behavior of a
large mechanical system .

contact brakes.
Metroliner Improvements . In the first
The most promising of the non - contact

few years of operations Metroliner car avail

concepts proposed was an air retarder that

ability was low because of electrical prob

uses an

air pump, pressure , and internal
friction of the air to absorb braking energy .

lems. Some improvement had been made
by reducing the acceleration rate to two

Calspan successfully bench -tested the de

thirds of the design rate and making some

vice , although the noise level would have to
be lowered before it could be used opera

equipment changes — most notably , re
placementof the automatic electric couplers

tionally . As interest in high speeds had di
minished by the time testing was com

with standard couplers and jumper cables.
But, Metroliner availability stillwasnot good

pleted, the project was discontinued.

Active

Suspension . Planning for high

and General Electric

and Westinghouse

each upgraded two coaches which
been in service for three years.

have

speed rail passenger service was done with

Maintenance costs for the modified
the recognition

that right-of-way

cars

realign
have been 40 cents per car-mile , compared

mentsmay be too costly and higher speeds
could be sustained only with suspensions
that banked the cars to maintain passenger

with 78 cents per car -mile for the remainder
of the fleet. Themodifications consisted of:

comfort around curves. One approach that

• Relocation of dynamic brake resistors

OHSGT engineers believed worth
tigating was

inves

from

the self-banking, or passive,

under the car to

the roof- which

removed a primary source of heat that
had caused deterioration ofwiring insula

suspension of the Turbo Train , which was
evaluated in the Demonstration Program ; a

tion .

second was active suspension , in which a
•

Placement of air intakes at roof level and

powered device would tilt the cars. Studies
were made of possible active suspension
designs by Westinghouse Electric ; results
indicated the mechanisms to anticipate
26

addition of a filter to provide cooler and
cleaner air to underfloor equipment.
• Improvement of propulsion components

and control logic by grouping the control

in

the Improved Rail

logic in an electrical locker in a vestibule ,

Passenger Service Program

solving a dirt and moisture accumulation

opment of specifications for train

systems

and components. Also

are the

problem

•

Present efforts

encountered under the car floor

include devel

included

and reducing thenumber of logic circuits

evaluations of trains of foreign

by redesign .

future application to Amtrak operations,
both on and off the Northeast Corridor.

Change ofthe air supplied to the auxiliary
power supply motor alternator from un

derfloor air to clean air from

design

for

TRACK

the roof in

take .

The

first railroad

R & D

task

to be

im

plemented under the HSGT Act, the Test
Because ride quality of the Metroliners con
cerned OHSGT from
the start of the

Cars, included a wayside instrumentation
package

Washington -New

to

determine

dynamics during train
Aerospace Company retrofitted

passage and to

one Met
measure the long-term

roliner with

rail- roadbed

York demonstration LTV

trucks of European

effects of repeated

design .
wheel loadings. In spite of several inconclu

While ride quality showed some improve
sive attempts, the effects of long-term
ment, the cost ofthe truck and the required
passage were not adequately measured
maintenance program was too high for Am
until the Facility

for Accelerated

Service

trak to consider fleet application . A second
Testing (FAST) at the Transportation

Test

effort, still underway at the timeofthis writ
ing,was by themanufacturer of the present

Center provided a totally test-oriented envi
ronment.

Metroliner trucks, General Steel Industries,
to make several changes in the suspension ,

The first HSGT report to Congress of Sep
including full air springs to replace the pres
ent secondary parallel coil and air springs.

tember 1966 stated: “ A major problem for
railroads is the maintenance necessary to

Support of Amtrak . FRA assisted in the

keep roadbed

and track structure in

good

formation of Amtrak by running computer

enough condition to provide good ride qual

route models used to select the passenger

ity .Maintenance could be reduced if amore
stable , yet affordable , track structure could

network .

Since Amtrak was formed, the

be devised.”
HSGT rail passenger R & D
aimed

at satisfying the new

(The annual maintenance

projects have
corporation's

of-way costs paid by U.S. railroads in

1975

reached $ 2.5 billion .) In view of the multi
equipment requirements.

billion
In

a joint effort Amtrak , FRA , and General

Electric tested a GE locomotive, equipped
with

a high -speed , 130 mph (209 km /h )

gearbox ofthe type intended for future Am

dollar roadbed rehabilitation

pro

gram which is now underway in the North
east and Midwest, brought about by enact
ment of the Railroad Revitalization and
Regulatory Reform

trak use at the Transportation Test Center

Act of 1976 , the two
tasks OHSGT chose to start the track R & D

and on the Santa Fe railroad. Wheel forces,

program — measuring the long-term

suspension behavior, and ride quality in the
cab were measured . Using the data col

of wheel loadings and trying to devise a
more stable track structure — were aimed at

lected , GE modified the truck

high priority problems.

to

achieve

better stability. Similar three -axle locomo
tive trucks have continued to derail under

Dynamic Analysis . Two

baffling circumstances and

contract programs with

continue.

investigations

effects

continuing

Battelle Memorial

Institute and Materials R & D , Inc. started in
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the first year of the HSGT program , have

three track designs for experimental evalua

improved track engineers’ understanding of

tion : cast-in -place slab , cast-in -place twin

track performance and provided them

beams, and precast twin beams. The Kan

an

swers to special track problems. Under the

sas Test Track included all three .

first contract Battelle developed computer
programs to analyze track response to static
and dynamic vehicle

loadings.

The pro

Using the models developed for FRA , Bat
telle went on to do similar analyses oftransit
track

track response to passage of the FRA test

Administration .

cars at various speeds up to 125 mph (200
km / h ) and ofMetroliners and freighttraffic .

Ballast Stabilization . Under the sec

Analyses based on these models identified

ond contract,Materials R & D Inc., stabilized

increased track stiffness as a means of re

ballast by

ducing maintenance -of-way

polymer to

simulation

also identified

that would

costs. Model

a track

stiffness

impose one pulse per truck ,

for the Urban Mass

Transportation

grams were validated by measuring the

spraying on

a thermoplastic

glue the individual pieces to

gether to reduce their movement under the
track , thus forming a weak beam

and in

rather than the two (one per axle )normally

creasing ballast system

imposed — thus , lowering the pulse

polymer coated ballast showed satisfactory

quency below

fre

the natural resonant fre

quency of substandard soil. Pulses applied
at frequencies near the soil's natural fre
quency

can

excite soil particles into

un

wanted movement. Battelle recommended

compressive strength

stiffness. When the

on

small laboratory

samples, and in a repeated load test on an
eight-foot (2.5 m ) section of track in the
AAR

Technical Center Laboratory , FRA

planned field tests under revenue traffic .

Figure 3. Installation of Instrumentation in the Kansas Test Track , Experimental Slab Track .
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Kansas Test Track . By 1968 , FRA had

Nine test sections— including concrete ties

made plans for construction and field test of

at three different spacings and two ballast

a number ofshort segments oftrack of new

depths, a continuous reinforced

concrete

designs and accepted an offer by the Santa

slab , continuous cast-in - place concrete twin

Fe Railroad to provide a test site , 45 miles
northwest of Wichita , Kansas.
The

beams, precast twin beams, stabilized bal

location — a straight section nearly two miles

track - comprised the test track , totaling 1.5

(3.2 km ) long on

miles (2.4 km ) in length . The designs were
not all new , butnone has been tested over a

a

slight grade - carried

more than 40 million gross tons( 36.3 million

last, and a controlsection typicalof Santa Fe

sufficient period

metric tons) annually .

of time with

continuous

data collection to determine differences in
The test track paralleled the Santa Fe main

performance . See Figure 3 .

line - offset 30 feet (9.1 m ). To be certain
that test results would reflect differences in

During track

load -carrying performance of the various

taken periodically from

test sections, undistorted by differences in

in the embankment to record roadbed set

soil support, the designers took great care to

tlement. Construction of all nine sections

ensure uniform soil conditions throughout.
All test sectionswere on an embankment of

was completed in April 1973. In early May ,

the same height, with the samemixture of

to mainline freight traffic. See Figure 4 .

locally

Within 24 hours, Santa Fe personnel de
tected 16 failures in the 1920 rail fasteners

available

clay

soils and identical

compaction . The construction
completed the subgrade in

contractor

1971.

construction , readings were
instruments buried

the Santa Fe opened the Kansas Test Track

on the concrete beamsand slab . Operations

6722

Figure 4. Main Line Traffic Over Kansas Test Track -Concrete Tie & Beam Test Sections.
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over the test track were discontinued im

The Kansas Test Track taught a lesson : Re

mediately , and the Cement and Concrete

search

Research Institute conducted an investiga
tion of the failures at the site and in the

in - service tests carried out on tracks of an
operating railroad . Traffic requirements ob

laboratory

viously must take

is often seriously

compromised by

precedence over the

needs ofinvestigators. The experience gave
The Institute found the cause of the failures
support to the argument that the rail indus
to be random

combinations of the concrete
try needed test facilities capable of simulat

construction

tolerances

and

the

as

manufactured lack of straightness in the
new rails . Where the two combined in

ing in - service conditions for track and rolling
stock . From this lesson has grown the ex

perimental dedicated track and equipment
opposite-direction

variation , the rail fas

test facility

at the

Transportation

Test

tener exerted pull-out forces on the anchor

Center, the Facility for Accelerated Service

in

Testing (FAST ).

excess of its design

strength . A

new

fastener anchorage procedure , designed to
accommodate the pull-out forces, was de

FRA has tested

stabilized ballast at in

vised, and the Santa Fe reinstalled the fas

stallations other than the Kansas Test Track .

teners and anchors. The information gained

Ballast shoulders and cribs of the Linear

and procedures devised will prevent fas

Induction Motor Research Vehicle (LIMRV)

tener anchorage failures on future installa

track were sprayed with polymer emulsion

tion of concrete slab -supported track .

before the LIMRV testing began . Although

In December 1974, the Santa Fe reopened
the Kansas Test Track to traffic . Between

vehicle has been too small to cause dete

the loading imposed on the track by the test

rioration , the environmental action over five
that time and June 1975 , 20 million

gross

tons ( 18.1million tonnes) passed over it. In
June, the test track was removed from

years , even

in

a semi- arid

climate , could

causemovementofthe track . Nevertheless ,

ser

vice because of lateral track buckling in the

the track today is
was laid in 1971.

almost exactly where it

concrete tie test section having thewidest tie
the Waterways

The second location for tests ofthe polymer

of the Corps of En

was the Alaska Railroad . Continually settl

spacing. Investigation
Experiment Station

by

in

certain

gineers led to the conclusion thatwhen clay

ing track

embankments are overloaded, rigidly sup

constantproblem

ported track deteriorates rapidly and cross
tied track suffers from rapid , upward migra
tion of embankment soils into
material. A

the ballast

further conclusion , corrobo

rated by research in Europe at about the
same time, is that clay soils — especially
swelling clays of the type so common in
Kansas - should be avoided as foundation
material for slab -supported track . Or, if
these soils must be used , slab -track or con
ventional track must be separated from

the

base material by a filter layer such as sand,
suitably

graded

gravels , or the

synthetic

woven fabrics now being offered by man
ufacturers.
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locations has been

a

to the railroad, and at one

such site the stabilized ballast performance
has been

good — the rail level has stayed

within tolerance during two winters. How
ever, the shoulders of the ballast have
settled - raising a question as to why the
track did not settle . Further investigation is
needed .

In

1974 , the Office of Research

perimentation

and Ex

(ORE ) of the International

Railway Union in Utrecht, Netherlands, de
cided that the polymer ballast binder per
formance was so

good that the European

Railways should investigate its possible use
in areas of poor soil on their lines. The cost

of the polymer used to stabilize ballast is

early in the HSGT program

high and, at present, cost is the obstacle to

part of the FRA

program

to be the major
in Railroad Re

further use. Work should be done to see if

search . Only projects started under HSGT

the cost can be reduced .

are described here .

Convinced of the importance of knowing
Train Dynamics . The first HSGT report
the dynamic
many

compliance of track under

conditions, in May 1973, FRA re

to Congress , in September 1966 , reported
joint studies under way with the Southern

quested design of equipment for the con

and Canadian National Railways on

tinuous measurement of dynamic

dynamics of long trains, especially on slack

com

pliance characteristics of track; develop
ment is still underway.

the

the study.

action ; later the AAR joined in

The participants concluded that a computer
simulation of the dynamics of a long train

Models . A

university research

program

started in 1971 to study mathematicalmod

could be developed if the coefficients in the
mathematicalmodels for it could be verified

els of track stability . Most existing models
by measurements on

trains under con

are offoreign origin . Translation oftechnical
trolled

conditions.

From

this

conclusion

papers proceeded — followed by evalua

grew the plans for a dynamics test track

at

tion , selection , and refinement of the most

the Transportation
suitable models

for use

in

this

Test Center.

country .

Models for vertical and lateral buckling of
The AAR and FRA research
track

were developed . An

staffs devel

experiment to

complement the model of lateral buckling
was conducted on the main track of the

oped plans for a dynamics test track with an
alignment designed to create dynamic ac
tion within a train and a train structure with

C & O / B & O at Sabot, Va., where sections of
track with variations ofwood and concrete

provision

to

introduce

disturbances

( simulating defects or deteriorated track ) to
ties were displaced laterally with known
cause other types of dynamic action in a
forces. The displacementwasmeasured to
determine the lateral stiffness. The analyti-

train . Grading ofthe test track right-of-way
started at the Test Center in July 1972. The

cal and experimental work has resulted in
5.7-mile ( 9.2 km ) track includes a 0.9 per
an

integrated family

of track simulation

models that are available

to

assist in

the

cent grade and a 4º curve,with an easement
spiral having sufficient embankment width

improvement of track performance by de
signers and maintenance- of-way planners.

to permit large lateral changes in the spiral's
alignment. This grade- curve sequence is

severe
Starting in Fiscal Year 1973, track R & D was
funded out of the Railroad Research and

enough

to

investigate both

dynamics of long trains and

the

derailments

caused by themotions of cars within trains.
Development appropriation , along with
Part of the dynamics track opened in
safety

and

1973

freight R & D . Other track im
and the remainder, in

1975 .

provement projects have also been started
in that program , including developmentby
the AAR of a 14 -element matrix of track
models — greatly expanding the initial FRA
university research .

The joint government/industry Track Train
Dynamics Program has used the dynamics
track to run two series of tests — lateral/
vertical force ratio

and lateral stability .

Some of these tests employed a most un
Freight

usual test train configuration — five locomo
tives, three buffer freight cars, a test freight

Freight R & D has grown from

a small effort

car (for concurrent truck tests ), five more
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locomotives and, usually , a two -car set of
the FRA test cars to record track and

need

for protection

from

vandalism

made

sides doubly worthwhile .

equipment data - designed to create forces
comparable to those encountered in a train

Automatic

of approximately

hoc government/ industry group assembled

150 cars . When the train

started up a grade, the front locomotives

Couplers . In

1968 , an

ad

to determine if use of freight car automatic

pulled while the rear locomotives braked,to

couplers

simulate the load

a large number of

economies and flexibilities. The automatic

following cars. Going down a grade, the
front five locomotives braked while the rear

couplings considered included mechanical,

from

five pushed , to simulate the force offollow

could

realize

any operational

pneumatic , and electrical, permitting con
trols to be train -lined. Many new opera

ing cars rolling downhill. The resulting high
(buff) and tension (draft)

tional procedures would

compression

train -lined controls; for example , hopper

forces illustrated the forces in long trains.

car doors could be opened and closed from

be possible with

the locomotive. The ad hoc group made
another Track Train Dynamics test on

recommendations for research , but no ac

train and car stability , a section of track was

tion resulted for several years until the AAR
formed an automatic coupler committee

In

perturbed with

undulating lengths of rail

placed alternately on
track to

opposite sides of the

produce “ rock

train . Tests on

and roll

in

under the Track Train Dynamics Program .

a test

the dynamics track ascer

tained the stability ofseveral Department of
Defense hazardous materials cars.

Adhesion Improvement. Also in 1968,
the British Rail Research Centre began an
evaluation of cleaning rail running surfaces
with

A

cooperative effort with the C & O / B & O

Railroad completed

in

Fiscal Year

1970

produced data on the dynamics of freight
running over various track
ir

a plasma torch to improve wheel/rail

adhesion . Contaminants , such

as oil or

grease , which cause wheel slip , can be
burned off with the high temperature

cars

plasma torch , leaving a clean surface and

regularities. The study showed the effect of

improved adhesion . The Research Centre

a number of vibration -reducing mecha

mounted a plasma torch on the front truck
of a locomotive and ran field tests. The

nisms and provided new data for car build
ers to use in

designing new

equipment.

plasma torch was effective
spots of low

in

eliminating

adhesion and improving the

Aerodynamics. The Second Report to

generaladhesion level. Furthertests were to

Congress, for 1967, reported a freight car

be run in the United States on a C & O / B & O

R & D project - OHSGT planned to conduct
wind tunnel tests on special-purpose freight

locomotive to answer the question of how
long the effect would

last and how

fre

cars to investigate the possibility ofreducing

quently the rails would have to be cleaned.

aerodynamic drag

However, the auxiliary power unit for the

C & O /B & O
with

FRA

and

saving fuel. The

Railroad and the AAR joined
to

sponsor

tests

of

an

torch could not be fitted into the locomo
tive , and the tests were never made.

automobile -carrying rack car in the Naval
Ship

R & D Center's wind tunnel. Tests of a

1:24 scale model showed adding sides to
rack

cars reduced aerodynamic

drag.

A

contract with MIT , which started at the

beginning ofthe HSGT program , included
a task on the theory of rolling contact. Ac

Neither car manufacturers nor carriers tried

cepted

the enclosed -car idea until 1975 , when the

theoretical analyses and laboratory experi
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theory was modified through

ments to

include

the effects of surface

roughness and contamination .

Starting in

Fiscal Year

FRA

in preparing performance speci
fications for the simulator. FRA engineers

1973, freight re

search has been funded from

sentatives ofrailroads and suppliers assisted

opened

communications with

experts in

the Railroad

other countries who had operated similar

Research and Development appropriation .

facilities to use their experience in prepara
tion of the specifications. In order to leave

Rail Dynamics Laboratory

options open for testing advanced systems,
such as the tracked air cushion vehicles, the

While the railroad technology program
cluded

laboratory testing in

agreement existed in

in

its plans, no

simulator speed capability was designed for
up to

300 mph (483 km / h ).

the railroad technical

The completed specifications called for the
community in

1966 as to what would be the
test vehicle wheels to rest on rollers, which

best type of laboratory test facility. A survey
was made therefore of possible techniques ,

were to be shaken vertically and laterally to
simulate track irregularities. Tests planned

including scale model and full scale . Pre

for the simulator included investigations
liminary planning ended in 1969 when ,
from a series of candidates General Ameri

into wheel and railimpact stresses, roadbed

can Transportation

dynamics,adhesion , guidance stability , and
suspension design . The intention was to

Corp. recommended a

full- scale roller rig with capability to handle
evaluate hardware under controlled
cars and locomotives at full speed

and

and

repeatable conditions.
power, with vibrations applied through the

wheels to simulate track conditions. Repre-

The Urban Mass Transportation

Adminis

Figure 5. Rail Dynamics Laboratory's Vibration Test Unit .
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tration joined in funding the project so that
transit vehicles could also be tested in the

cause of recent progress in mathematical
modeling that the simulator could be

laboratory

simplified to reduce the technical risk and

and agreed with

the simulator in

FRA to locate

a laboratory

at the Test

cost with little loss in testing capability . On

Center in Colorado . FRA placed the con

the basis of the Task

struction contracts for a 350 - foot ( 107 m )

decided ... that the simulator should be

long by 150-foot (46 m ) high -bay building

replaced by

in 1972, alongwith contracts for the fabrica

shaker and a separate rolling unit without

tion

of the

simulator, control computers,

a

Force findings, FRA

double - ended

vertical

vibration. At this writing, the redesigned test

instrumentation , and communications.

facility ,

shown in

Figures

5

and 6 , is

When the building was occupied in April

scheduled to begin operation in early 1978.

1974 , before completion of the simulator
equipment, contractors

During 1975 and 1976 , the existing vertical

began using the test vehicle preparation
area to instrument the test vehicles running

shaker system was tested , both loaded and
unloaded. The item used for the loaded

on the Center's test tracks. Also , a vertical

tests was an 89- foot (27.1 m ) long TTX

and its associated

shaker, consisting of four independently

flatcar supporting two highway trailers, each

operated verticalactuators placed under the

loaded with

four wheels of a car truck, to shake one end

“ dead ” lading. Atthe successful completion

determine its response to

of these demonstration tests, the first RDL

of a

rail car to

50,000 lb. (22,500 kg) of

vertical vibration , was installed .

R & D testingbegan , using the same TTX car

In mid - 1975 , after the simulator contractors

truck components and highway van / trailer

had encountered continuing developmental problems, a DOT Task Force re

loading distributionson the lading response
in Trailer-on -Flatcar (TOFC ) configura

viewed the design status and concluded be

tions.

and trailers , to study the effectsof freight-car

Figure 6. Rail Dynamics Unit's Roll Dynamics Unit.
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1965 was:

pose of extending the HSGT state- of- the

“ How fast is high - speed ground transporta

art review performed by MIT in 1965.12 The

A

question

tion ?”

facing OHSGT in

OHSGT researchers developed

an

answer based on power requirements and

systems engineers

then

sentative transportation

derived
system

energy consumption . A plot of the power

group , and made detailed

required vs. speed for propulsion of various

studies on them

vehicles in Figure 7 shows the region of 300

period. Those

a repre

from

each

engineering

during the 1967-1971

representatives were High

(483 km /h ) was a reasonable range

Speed Rail, Tube Vehicles, Suspended

because power requirements above that
limit increase to where increased fuel ex

Monorails, DualMode ( includes automated

penditure for marginal time savings make

ground and automobile ), and Tracked Air

higher speeds unattractive, at least in open

Cushion Vehicles. A R & D program

mph

highways and combinations of high - speed

on rail

air. In evacuated tubes, the lower air pres

components started at the beginning of the

sure presents less drag, and speeds of600

HSGT Program . While the rail systems en
gineering study did

mph (966 km /h ) might be practical.

assist in

pinpointing

technical deficiencies requiring further R & D
for high speed passenger service, the cost

Systems Engineering

and performance estimates provided to the
OHSGT-sponsored studies focused
R & D

on

the

providing the best high -speed

Northeast Corridor analyses were themajor
contribution .

ground concepts as candidates in the
Northeast Corridor Transportation Project
MITRE and TRW analyses of Tube Vehicles

cost-benefit comparisons. The comparisons
sought to identify

the best alternative for

found exceptionally high performance with
low

expenditures of energy

in

partially

improvementofpassenger transportation in

evacuated tubes. As the studies progressed,

the corridorbetween Boston and Washing

environmental and aesthetic considerations

ton . The first objectives of the systems en

pointed to the desirability of operating in

were to predict perfor

tunnels rather than in tubes on the surface.

identify

Maintenance of low pressures could be rela

deficiencies in the technology required to
achieve the predictions.

tively easy in hard rock tunnels. Tunneling

TRW , Inc. assembled all known concepts

nomically competitive. On preliminary in

for new HSGT systems and did in -depth

vestigation , several proposed

gineering program

mance of the candidates

and to

costs however,would have to be drastically
reduced before

such systems will be eco

tunneling

engineering analyses to determine those

techniques appeared

which were technically feasible. OHSGT
held discussions with some 200 different

such

organizations and individuals for the pur

construction cost, the Tube Vehicle R & D
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to hold

promise

costs reductions, therefore, while

tunneling program

of
a

endeavored to reduce

was confined to aerodynamic studies. (The
tunneling projects are described in a sepa

sophisticated controls with capabilities be
yond any proposed up to that time. All re

rate section . )

search on these systems was confined to
controls. That effort is described in the Con

Magnetic levitation was first studied for sup

trols section .

port of vehicles in evacuated tubes and , as
more was learned about magnet technol

ogy and its

advantages , FRA

in

from

1972 on , both advanced systems and

as a HSGT candidate

component R & D concentrated on levitated

the cost-benefit comparisons.

vehicles — magnetic and air cushion — along

showed

with propulsion suitable forwheel-less vehi

magnetic levitation
system

included

In the later stages of the HSGT program ,

Studies of suspended monorails
possible

applications on

highway

rights-of-way

aesthetically

existing rail or

if inexpensive and
structures

pleasing elevated

cles. Comparisons of possible means of
propulsion - propellers, jet engines , rock
ets , linear turbines,

and linear electric

can be developed. The only component
research on suspended systems was done

motors — led to selection of the last on the

on

pact on the environment, and safety . The

elevated structures in

an

attempt to

minimize costs . That work is described in

basis of performance, least undesirable im

HSGT systems engineering

effort from

1973 to 1975 had as its principal objective,

the Guideways section.

through
Studies on

dual modal and automated

highways revealed

that the feasibility

of

a cost-effectiveness comparision ,
selection of thebettermeansoflevitation for

continued development.

these concepts hinged on the availability of
As described atthe beginning ofthis section ,
the TRW

system definition studies were in
puts to the cost-benefit comparisons of al

)(in
100's
ower
Horsep

16
temative high -speed ground systems with
other modes of travel. The HSGT systems

14

were first compared with
12

each

other and

then with rail, highway , and air . The fully
defined systemsare : tracked air cushion ve

-

10

hicle (TACV ), suspended vehicles, tube ve
Total Cruise Power

hicles, and dual modal vehicles.

The last

two required further research to make op
erational implementation
pended

possible. Sus
vehicles could achieve moderate

speeds without further research , leaving
TACV as the only candidate far enough

4

along in the R & D to be started in

2

develop

ment. Therefore , TACV and High Speed
Rail were compared in the NECTP 1971

0

100

200

300

report. That report showed that High Speed
Rail and TACV costs to be ofthe sameorder

Design Velocity (mph )
ofmagnitude, but the cost-benefit trade-offs
Figure 7. Tracked Air Cushion Vehicle's
Power-Velocity Curve

and cost per minute of travel time saved

favored

an

improvement of High

Speed

Rail — at least until TACV costs are reduced
or the rail lines' capacity saturated.
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Tracked Air Cushion Vehicles

on

linear motor-propelled

laboratory

tests on

TACVs. After

linear motors and air

(TACV )
cushions, THL built an unmanned test ve
hicle and an elevated guideway . Tests were

As noted in

the Systems Engineering sec
run for somemonths, but a change ofgov

tion , one of the technologies chosen

for
emments in

detailed systems analysis was TACV.

1973 brought an end to fund

A
ing.

TACV is supported and guided by cushions
of air, formed by a flow of pressurized air
from

on -board compressors and controlled

Study of data obtained from Aerotrain and
Tracked Hovercraft led OHSGT to con

by a small leakage gap between the vehicle
clude that a large- scale research vehicle was

and the guideway. The vehicle

weight is
practical and, in fact,was the only way to get

distributed over a large area without contact
the accurate performance and cost data

and resulting friction . (See Figure

8 for
needed to supplement the HSGT pro

schematic representations of various air
cushion designs.)

gram's theoretical systems analyses. Small

development of

TACVs evolved from

BASIC

AIR

CUSHION

marine air cushion vehicles (ACV ) and their
land -based versions, called Ground Effect
Machines. The British invented the marine
ACV

and

later pursued

SUSPENSION CONFIGURATIONS

FLOW

development of

TACVs through the organization of
Tracked Hovercraft Ltd. The French built

!

ل

the first large - scale TACV . The Societe d '
Aerotrain built a half-scale propeller-driven
PERIPHERAL JET SUSPENSION

model and a 4.4 -mile ( 7 km ) test track in
1965.

The half- scale

vehicle made hun

dreds of runs, carrying a crew oftwo and up
to four passengers. These demonstrations
gathered

data

on

ride

aerodynamic forces. With

quality

FLOW

and

rocket boosters

and a jet engine substituted for the turbo
prop engine, the Aerotrain reached speeds

ㅊ
of up to 215 mph (346 km /h ). A

second
ROLLING FLEXIBLE BAG SUSPENSION

Aerotrain , carrying 80 passengers on

an

11-mile (17 km ) elevated guideway , went
into operation in

1968. The 80 -passenger

FLOW

vehicle ran a reliability test of 15,538 miles
(25,000 km ) with

good performance.

Aerotrain

several routes from

proposed

Paris to nearby cities, but the French gov
ernment did not provide the necessary
funds. Testing continues with

the vehicle
FLEXIBLE BAG HINGED PAD SUSPENSION

and guideway, See Figure 9 .

The British govemment, through

Tracked

Hovercraft Ltd. (THL ), sponsored research
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Figure 8. Different Designs of Air Cushion

models could provide qualitative comparisons of design

variables, but scaling laws

had not been developed and quantitative
answers could come only
tests.

from

large -scale

ity of using the forward speed of a vehicle to
supply air to the cushions (the ram

to pressurize air (the Coanda effect). The
MIT

research produced mathematical

models of air cushion
In

conducted

1969, TRW

systems en

a

gineering study of a TACV system

which

resulted

for a

a

in

recommendation

air cush

ion concept), and the efficiency of a nozzle

dynamic

perform

ance, which have since been used by other
investigators studying tracked
vehicle technology .

air cushion

U - shaped guideway to protect the vehicle
from crosswinds — which , at 300 mph ( 483

The ram

km /h ), can

dence that the energy requirements for sus

cause severe

rolling — and to

make sure vehicles cannot leave the guide-

air cushion research produced evi

pension could be reduced significantly
vehicles that compress the cushion
air on -board . Theoretical studies of the ram

way .

below

Component Research. While OHSGT

air cushion concept, conducted at Princeton

wentforward with plans for a research vehi

and MIT , producedmathematicalmodels of
air flow under a vehicle close to the ground .

cle and test program , TACV component
research projects were begun by several

contractors
search

and the NASA Langley Re

Center. Langley undertook aero

dynamic experiments as a part ofthe NASA

Small-scale models were glide tested on a
10 -foot (3

m ) long,

inclined U -shaped

guideway in a laboratory at theDOT Trans
portation

Systems Center

and

showed

low -speed aerodynamics research program

good stability with little rolling or pitching.

and ran tests of various vehicle bodies and

Scale -model tests in

air cushions in

a moving -floor wind tunnel.

Not surprisingly, bodies with

semi-circular

a

300 -foot (91 m ),

U - shaped guideway at Princeton gave qual
itative verification

of system

engineering

cross sections showed the least rolling in

studies. The studies showed that a ducted

cross-winds. MIT , Princeton

fan at the front of the vehicle can direct its

search
and

Institute

laboratory

stability

of

air

carried

and

out

studies of the
cushions,

the

IIT Re

theoretical
dynamic
feasibil-

wake underneath the vehicle for levitation .
Lift, guidance, and propulsion

can

all be

produced from a single fan (propeller). This

UDARA

A

Figure 9. 80 -Passenger French Aerotrain on Test Track .
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design is technically quite simple and could
use the Tracked Levitated Research Vehicle
( TLRV ) channel guideway orminormodifi
cations of it. Figure

10

shows a ram

• dynamic response of vehicle and guide
way
•

air cushion

design , scale

effects, and

air
wearability

cushion

vehicle model on

the Princeton
fan

•

air supply systems

along with the walls of the channel guide
way provide sufficient attenuation of the

•

aerodynamic performance and stability

guideway.

The ducting around

the

• ride quality
propeller noise to overcome this objection
to a propeller.

• secondary suspension
passenger comfort

requirements for

In 1970, a formal exchange of information
began with Tracked Hovercraft Ltd. (THL).
THL studied :

• analytical models

of

the

vehicle /

guideway system
• linear induction motor performance

• costs of constructing the British , French ,
and U.S. guideway designs;

• high - speed power collection

• air cushion power required to keep a ve
Design ofthe TLRV involved much thatwas
hicle stable in

crosswinds; and
unique — not only the vehicle and air cush

•

single -sided

and double - sided linear

motors for TACV propulsion .

ions but also the secondary suspension be
tween

the air cushion

and the body, the

second - generation linearmotor propulsion ,
Tracked

Levitated Research

cle. In March

Vehi.

the on -board power conditioning unit , and

1970, Grumman Aerospace

the power collection equipment. In order to

Corporation started design ofan air cushion

avoid development of electric air com
pressors — even though the technical risk

research

vehicle— first called the Tracked

Air Cushion Research Vehicle and, later,
the Tracked Levitated Research Vehicle
(TLRV )—with

a maximum

speed of 300

mph (483 km / h ). The TLRV program
called for research in :

plan

was known to be low — FRA selected aircraft
turbofan engines as a “ no development air
supply ; the engineby-pass airwas ducted to
the air cushions. The turbofans also had an
advantage over electric compressors — the

Figure 10. Model of Ram Air Cushion Vehicle .
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—

75

Figure 11. Tracked Levitated Research Vehicle (TLRV) U -Shaped Guideway at the Transportation Test Center.
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exhaust gas provided thrust that could pro

conditioning equipmentand controls forthe

pel the vehicle at speeds ofmore than 100

TLRV were in

mph (160 km /h ), making test runs possible

velopmentprogram , as described in the sec

even if development problems held up de
livery of the LIM

of TLRV testing executed without the elec

themselves a significant de

tion on linear electricmotors. The first phase

tric propulsion

system , lasted considerably

The TLRV was unveiled in April 1972 and

longer than had been

displayed at TRANSPO’72 in June before

developmentdifficulties with themotor con

being moved to

the Transportation

Center (TTC ), in

Colorado , where Grum

man

Test

installed and calibrated instrumenta

anticipated, due to

trols , power conditioning equipment, and
water cooling . Testing began

with

aero

propulsion (exhaust of the turbofans)on the

tion . The test plan called for an 8 x 5 mile

first section of guideway , increased speeds

(12.8 x 8 km ) oval right-of-way . Guideway
construction was rescheduled six months

as more guideway became available until a
maximum

later than planned because urgent test pro

was reached on the 3 miles ( 4.8 km ), after

grams required expediting the UMTA rail

construction

transit test track construction ; the first 1.5
miles ( 2.4 km ) segmentwas completed in

needed to reach higher speeds.

speed of 91 mph

completion

in

(146 km /h )

November

1973. Additional guideway would be

March 1973. Building of a second segment
of the samelength began in February 1973.
See Figure 11.

In

the TLRV

more than

test program , which

three

lasted

years, the first phase

checked out the air cushions and secondary

The linear motor and associated

power
suspension . The second phase determined

Figure 12. Surface Irregularities in TLRV Guideway to Study Vehicle Response and Behavior .
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the vehicle tolerance to irregularities in the
guideway, and the third was to operate the

strate satisfactory operation
motor propulsion system .

of the linear

linear motor propulsion . Only minor
mechanical difficulties appeared in the first
phase , the principal one requiring a modifi

Prototype Tracked Air Cushion Ve .

cation to the air supply ducts from the turbo

hicle . In

fans to equalize air flow from

tation directed the development of a pro

the three en

gines to the four levitation cushions.

1970, the Secretary of Transpor

totype TACV (PTACV ) intended for airport
access applications.Management and fund

In the second phase known excitationswere

ing of the program were assigned to UMTA

applied

with

to

the air cushions. Perturbation

surfaces were attached to the guideway : a
long ramp, 1/2 in . (38 mm ) high , and a

technical direction by FRA. After al

most three years ,management and funding
also became FRA's responsibility .

ramp/step , 1 in . (25 mm ). For some tests,
the perturbation

surface extended

all the

way across the guideway to excite pitching
motions; for others, the surface was placed

One purpose of the prototype vehicle was
to demonstrate an air cushion vehicle to
transportation

planners . At that time

only on one side, to excite rolling. Body
accelerations were measured and used to

( 1970), various regional authorities were

calibrate a computer model of the vehicle.

between

See Figure 12 .

Another purpose of the PTACV program

The third phase was run in 1975 to demon

was to obtain performance data on an all
electric vehicle .

looking at alternative ways to provide a link
a

city

center and an

airport.

FEDERAL RALROAD ADMINISTRATION

Figure 13. Prototype Track Air Cushion Vehicle (PTACV ) on Manufacturer's Test Guideway .
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The Rohr Corp. fabricated a 60-passenger,
150 mph

(241 km /h ) all -electric

based on the French

Aerotrain

structed

a 500 - foot (152 m ) track at their

vehicle ,

plant. Due to late delivery ofthe motor con

design ,

trols low -speed testing was conducted by

propelled by a linear electric motor, with

connecting the LIM
directly to the power
supply with an on /off control. The controls

cushion air supplied from electric air com
pressors, and power picked up from the

were installed before the PTACV left the

wayside. See Figure 13. The PTACV cush

Rohr plant for the Test Center. Building an

ions applied

low

pressure uniformly

over

inverted - T guideway for the PTACV began

the entire area of each cushion - a plenum
chamber. Air cushions forthe TLRV were of

at the TTC in May 1973. The verticalmem

quite
blown

different design
through

-high

a narrow

pressure

air

nozzle running

around the periphery of each

cushion — a

ber in the center of the guideway slab (the
leg of the inverted - T ) guides the vehicle and
also acts as the reaction rail for the linear
motor. See Figure 14. The PTACV accep

peripheral jet. The two cushion designs of

tance test program

fered a chance for comparison of their per

of demonstration

formances during the test programs.

Department acknowledges that if transit

testing included one day
rides in

1976.

The

authorities do display sufficient interest ad
ditional testing will be needed before
During PTACV fabrication , Rohr con

deployment

Figure 14. PTACV Guideway at Transportation Test Center. Reaction Rail in Center and Power Distribution
Rails on Left.
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Magnetic Levitation . During the 1966

type wasruled out again because the cost of

surveys oftechnology for HSGT, magnetic

the rare earth magnets was found to be too

levitation

high .

of vehicles was not chosen

for

inclusion in the R & D program . At that time,
only two possibilities appeared : permanent

Maglev research in Germany , sponsored by

magnets and electromagnets. In both cases,

the Ministry

with magnets on -board the vehicle, the

centered on servo -controlled electromag

weight would be too great;with magnets in

nets riding under a steelrail with a clearance

the track , the expense would be too high .

of about 15 mm (.6 inch ), the vehicle body

of Research and Technology,

Because ofthese findings, the early work on

supported by attraction between

the rails

vehicle levitation concentrated on air cush

and magnets . The early program

was al

ions.

most entirely experimental with large - scale
vehicles running demonstrations.

When studies oftube vehiclesprogressed to
consideration of evacuated tubes, interest in

Two German companies built demonstra

magnetic

evacuated tubes and air cushions were in

tion maglev vehicles, in 1971, Messer
schmitt - Boelkow - Blohm
(MBB ) con

compatible . Two physicists at Brookhaven

structed a 660 -meter (2165 ft) test track ,

National Laboratory conceived a system

which limited speeds to under 60 mph ( 96

levitation

revived

because

of

magnetic suspension , which came to the
attention of OHSGT. At about the same
time, research

on magnetic

levitation

started in Germany and Japan .

km /h )

and later that year, Krauss-Maffei

(KM ) began runs on a 930 -meter (3051 ft)
guideway and reached speeds of 105 mph
( 169 km / h ). Both vehicles were propelled
by linear electric motors. KM

then built a

look at magnetic levitation (mag

2400 meter ( 1.5 miles) elevated guideway

lev ) revealed more possibilities than just the

to test atspeeds up to 155mph (250 km /h ).
In 1972,MBB began operation of a magnet

The new

two originally

considered. Cryogenic

technology had made possible supercon

test vehicle

ducting electromagnets of vastly increased

water, rocket. Later, a larger, faster hot

power, reducing their weight and size to be

water rocket- propelled vehicle (KOMET),

acceptable for on -board a vehicle and mak
several inches to a

ing possible air gaps from
foot ( 75
and

to

300 mm ) between the vehicle

track .

The newly

developed rare

earth / colbalt permanent magnets made
possible gaps of 1 or 2 inches (25-50 mm ),
rather than a fraction of an inch (few mil

with

powered by a

speeds up

to

steam , or hot

401 km /h

began magnet testing on

an

(249 mph ),
1800 -meter

track . KOMET was used during 1976 in the
U.S./German test program
Assistant Secretary

funded by the

for Systems Develop

ment and Technology.

earlier per

Meanwhile , the German Ministry of Re

These developments

search and Technology also sponsored a

made magnetic levitation a contender for

third industrial group , headed by Siemens,

support of vehicles on open tracksaswell as

to study repulsion maglev and linear syn

limeters ) as was possible with
manent magnets.

in

tubes. Ford Motor Company and Stan

ford Research Institute investigated both of
these new possibilities. Three magnet con

chronous motors. A 280 m

(918 ft.) diam

eter circular test track facility formodels was
constructed

for tests at 200 km / h

(124

servo

mph ). Tests were run first with a wheeled

controlled electromagnets, superconduct

vehicle carrying a magnet and, later, with a

cepts were

studied

in

depth :

ing coils, and permanentmagnets. The last

magnetically

levitated

vehicle . Large

45

Figure 15. Magnetically Levitated Test Vehicle on Aluminum Guideway (Repulsive System ).
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superelevation on the circular track caused
forces on the magnets which masked their

added ,which greatly attenuated the vehicle
oscillations. These tests provided a good

performance in

understandingofthe dynamics ofrepulsion.

early tests.

The Japanese program

includes university

and industrial research aswell as that by the
Japanese National Railway research staff.

Ford

also

conducted

laboratory

experi

ments on a servo -controlled electromagnet.
A smallmodel subjected to vibration found
change the magnetic

The railway work is with superconducting

the controls able to

coils in the vehicle and aluminum coils in the

field strength quickly enough to preventthe

guideway. Superconducting coils operating
with a larger clearance than electromagnets

magnet from

dropping away from

the steel

rail or clamping onto it.

(without excessive power consumption for
control) appearto bemore tolerant of guide

The MITRE Corporation calculated the total

way irregularities. In this concept, lift is ob

power (lift and propulsion ) required by the

tained from

repulsive forces between

coils and eddy currents induced in

the

conduc

tors on the track by passage of the vehicle.

two magnetic suspension concepts and an
air cushion . The results show that the super
conducting coils ( repulsion ) and the

air

cushion use roughly the same power; the

that

servo - controlled electromagnet (attraction )

plates would serve aswell as coils

uses considerably less. FRA analyzed these

for the conductor in the track , and later
research concentrated on the aluminum

data along with information gained through

Early

analysis in

aluminum

plate

the U.S. showed

design . Ford ran

the analyses and

exchanges with Japanese and German re
search

organizations without deciding

tested a very small laboratory model on a

which is best, for the lower power require

rotating wheel. The model was supported

ments of the attraction technique, are offset

by permanent magnets simulating super

by its inherent instability and tight guideway
tolerances.

conducting coils. Magnetic lift

and drag

forces measured provided a better under
The FRA R & D Office decided to use both

standing of maglev performance .

types of magnetic
Stanford Research

Institute constructed a

suspension

to levitate

platformswhich could be pushed by rockets

300 foot (91.4 m ) long U -shaped aluminum

on the NavalWeapons Center rocket track

guideway andtested a superconducting coil
in a wheeled vehicle to study magnet per
formance and the effect of vibration on the

and to

conduct a “ fly -off ' to

better system

choose the

for test in a test bed vehicle for

magnet and cryostat container. Results of

comparison with air cushions. Cooperative
programs had been worked out with the

the initial SRI tests were so encouraging that

Germans for exchange oftest results and to

the test vehicle was converted to magnetic

coordinate test programs. Contracts for the

suspension . See Figure 15. The firstmaglev
runs at SRI produced severe heave and

test platform projects and conceptualdesign
ofa revenue system had just been awarded

the vehicle passed over un

when budget restrictions forced termination

plates

of the program . The repulsion conceptual

of the guideway. After the joints were

design was documented, but the attraction

welded the tests proceeded without further

design was not.

pitch

when

welded joints between the aluminum

vehicle heave or pitch . Various disturbances
were placed in the guideway and no in
stabilities were found . Active damping was

The advanced systems program

in theoffice

of the Assistant Secretary for Systems De
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velopment and Technology has continued

cal phenomena involved. This knowledge ,

a small cooperativemaglev project with the

which has been provided to German and

Germans, including participation in
KOMET testing.

Japanese researchers in

the

Japanese National Railways (JNR ) con
tinues with
structed
with

supply

Relationships involving

electromagnet

lift, guidance , drag, coil size and shape,
guideway dimensions, and speed.

(4.4 miles) test track , and

research by

universities .

•

experiments , having con

a 7 km

the exchange pro

grams, includes the following findings:

companies and
•

Superconducting magnets, which

had

estimates the present

JNR

high -speed rail lines willbe saturated in the
early 1980s and sees the need for new
capacity in parallel lines. The technical staff
of JNR believes maglev is the answer to the
requirements for high -speed, high -capacity
service , with less noise than the railroad.

previously been used only in static appli
cations, were shown to be able to with
stand shock and vibration .
• Dynamics ofmagnetically suspended ve
hicles were found to be stable . Oscilla
tions produced by disturbances in
guideway

or

gusts of wind could

the
be

Noise and vibration ofthe high speed trains
have been the only complaints against the

damped

trains.

niques.

The Canadian

Transportation Develop

ment Agency (TDA) is also sponsoring re

out with

demonstrated

International information

tech

exchanges with

the Germans, Japanese , and

Canadians

on magnetic levitation

and linear

have been productive ; to continue to bene

electric propulsion , looking to

the future

fit from
the foreign research the United
States will need to have information to ex

search

when the presentrail corridors are saturated
change.
by

freight and new

needed . If a new

alignments will be

alignment for dedicated

passenger services is required, the Cana
dians believe the cost of either rail or ad

Tube Vehicles

vanced non - contact technology will be of

The 1965 MIT survey ofHSGT technology

the same order ofmagnitude.

drew

attention to the safety and all-weather

capabilities of tube or tunnel guideways for
The TDA program

includes research

on

electrodynamic ( super- conducting) and fer
romagnetic (electromagnetic ) levitation and
linear induction and linear synchronous
electric motors . A

7.6 -meter (25 - foot) di

ameter test wheel has been constructed for

high -speed

vehicles. At that time, aero

dynamics of vehicles traveling in tubeswas
a relatively unknown subject. Accordingly ,
aerodynamic research projects were funded
with a number of research organizations
and

universities, including: Rensselaer

scale -model testing.15 This wheel is also to

Polytechnic Institute ;

be used in a program funded by the Office
of the Assistant Secretary of Transportation

MIT ; Ohio

Carnegie -Mellon ;

State ; Oceanics, Inc.; General

Applied Science Laboratories; MITRE ; and

for Systems Development and Technology

TRW . The most difficult problem

to evaluate a maglev system
levitation and propulsion .

tered in these studies was the piston effect of

of integrated

encoun

a tight-fitting moving vehicle compressing
air in front of it.

Themaglev research sponsored by FRA has
provided better understanding of the physi
48

Theoretical analyses and water tunnel tests

atOceanics, Inc. developed the stability de
rivativesneeded to design the slender body

Computer programs were developed by
TRW
and MITRE to simulate the aero

tube vehicles for stable movement.

dynamics of vehiclesmoving through tubes
or tunnels. The MITRE computer program

at MIT

Studies begun

and concluded

University

Carnegie -Mellon

at

developed

aerodynamic drag coefficients for various
ratios of vehicle to

tube diameters. Both

was expanded to include the conditions en
countered when

a

train

enters

a

tunnel.

Tunnel entry at high speed causes pressure
waves that can buffet the train and cause

Oceanics and MIT studies found that por

passenger ears to “ pop .” When the New

ous tube walls markedly decrease vehicle

Tokaido

aerodynamic drag .

began
tunnels

The most extensive tube vehicle

130 mph

(210 km / h ) line

first

operating in Japan , entrance into
caused severe discomfort to the

studies

passengers. To prevent this, air vents on

were done at Rensselaer Polytechinc Insti
tute where a 2000 - foot (609.6 m ) long,

trains are now closed before they enter tun
nels . The MITRE computer program can be

one- foot (.3 m ) diameter scale -model test

used to investigate other solutions, such as

facility was constructed . However, prob
lemsof propelling and stabilizing themodel

changing the shape of the tunnel entrance
to inhibit formation of the pressure pulse .

vehicles turned out to be very difficult. The

Tunnel entry pressure pulses were also

Rensselaer researchers tried using model

studied in

airplane engines which

laboratory experiments at MIT .

did not have the

reliability necessary to operate in the multi

Of all the techniques investigated to solve

ples required for adequate power to propel

the piston - effect problem , partial evacua

a model the full 2000 feet (609.6

tion of the tubewas themost practical solu

" hopped- up ”

m ). A

chain saw motor had better

tion . Studies of an evacuated system

con

performance , but tests of a propeller-driven
wheeled model demonstrated a need to

cluded that speeds ofmore than 300 mph
(483 km /h ) can be achieved in evacuated

stabilize themodel to preventrolling around

tubes without excessive power consump

the longitudinal axis. Faced with such dif

tion and that an evacuated -tube vehicle sys

ficulties, the experimental project was
abandoned .

tem

(including vacuum

propulsion ) would

pumps as well as

consume less energy

than a similar vehicle traveling in the open
Rensselaer also

studied transmission

of

air at the same speed.

electric power to tube vehicles, using the
tube as a waveguide and an antenna

With the currentinterest in freight pipelines,

mounted on the rear of each vehicle to col

it is possible that some of the tube vehicle

lect power. Solutionswere not found to all

work ( e.g., fluid dynamics, stability of slen

the technical problems, so the study was
terminated . Another Rensselaer task was

der bodies, and computer simulations) will
find application in the concept of encapsu

the analysis of a tube vehicle propulsion
system that ingests air at the nose of a vehi

lated freight, which might be a small-scale
version of a passenger tube system . Some

cle and expels

a vortex,

of the aerodynamic theory developed in the

creating a bladeless propeller. Such propul
sion solves the piston effect, butthe techni

tube vehicle program is now being used in
the Northeast Corridor rail passenger serv

cal risk

it at the rear in

was so much higher than

for

ice improvement program

to

determine

evacuated tubes that the idea was not pur

high - speed passing requirements

sued beyond the conceptual stage.

clearances along the wayside and also to

and
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reduce drag and

power consumed by

freight trains.

press highway . Preliminary estimates indi
cated that the cost of a pallet operation
would be less than the cost to construct a
multilane highway. However, no local gov

Multimodal

emments were interested , and the project
The HSGT system

did not get beyond the conceptual stage.
engineering studies ex

amined travel requirements from

origin

to
As discussed above in the systems engineer

destination . The majority of the new
tems analyzed

sys
ing section , the multimodal analyses found

and high - speed

rail are

terminal-to -terminal types , and interfaces
with collection and distribution links should

that controls developmentwas vital to attain
the high capacity needed for a cost-effective
system . Pallets and automated highway can

be planned as part ofthe system . The inter
face (or transfer) between the line -haul and

use the same controls; the concept devel

feeder links can be eased by using automo

oped for such

biles for both beginning and end portions of

Synchronous Longitudinal

applications by TRW

was

Guidance

(SLG ) and is described in the controls sec
a trip . This

is possible if automobiles are
driven to and from terminals and carried on

tion . Work was stopped on SLG when no

other vehicles for the intercity, high -speed

feasible way could be found to satisfy the
requirement for providing high automobile

trip segment. Various systems that use au
tomobiles in such a manner are grouped

reliability when under automatic control.

under the “ multimodal systems” engineer
Suspended Vehicles

ing analysis .

One variation ofmultimodal is the carrying

Elevated

of automobiles on

travelbelow the guideway are referred to as

could be

a flat platform which
a rail flatcar or a platform sup

“ suspended vehicle systems."

ported by air cushions or magnetic levita

studies of such systems as they appeared to

systems in which

the vehicles

FRA began

tion . Another variation is the carrying of

be themost promising for early public dem

automobiles inside another vehicle which

onstration on short stage- length passenger

could be a rail or levitated vehicle . Auto

routes. Elevated guideways would

Train

activities in built-up areas less than

is

an

example of this sort of mul

timodal system . A third variation

is the use

of the automobile itself for the intercity link,
but with control taken

from

disrupt
road

beds at grade. Grade crossings are avoided
and the " Chinese Wall” effect of dividing

the driver and

communities and forcing long roundabout

completely automated . This has been called

tripsbetween two points a few hundred feet

“ dual mode”

ormeters apart can be avoided. The unique

(for urban

applications) or

“ automated highway .”

advantage of suspended vehicles is in

self

banking, as the vehicle swings outward like
The flatcar, or pallet, concept is considered

a pendulum

on curves. This characteristic

to be more suitable for moderate speeds ,
because the automobiles on -board would

permits negotiating curves at higher speeds

create

of-way, particularly railroad lines, for high

large

aerodynamic

drag at higher

speeds. On completion ofthe pallet system

and makes possible use of existing rights

speed service .

engineering study, a demonstration was
contemplated ; an

unusual situation

ex

isted in New Orleans, where a rail line ran
between two sections of an unfinished ex
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An experimental suspended vehicle and a
one- kilometer test track were constructed
by the Safege Company in

France in the

mid -1960s but no operational deployment
followed .

The first of two system

definition studies of

suspended vehicles, finished in

1971, de

fined a 125 mph (201 km /h ) system

requir

In a study of suspended vehicle dynamics
completed by TRW Inc. in 1971, the out

ing no development of components . The
second , in
1972 , defined a second

standing problem was how to minimize the

generation system

cost of the elevated
common to all new

guideway (a need

surface systems) while

achieving themaximum

in aesthetics. In the

past, elevated structures have been massive
and often ugly - usually referred

to

“ Third

the New

Avenue El”

look , from

as the

capable of speeds above

150 mph ( 241 km /h ). Upon completion of
the studies, no application for a suspended
vehicle was in

sight; none of the

short

stage - length routes, such as airport access ,
which

had been

transportation

considered by

various

authorities, materialized.

York City transit structure that epitomized
the worst in aesthetics.

Therefore , the systems work was not con
tinued. FRA considered the research on

Rigid-span guideways were compared to
cable -supported flexible guideways in cost
effectiveness and guideway/vehicle dy

guideways to be worth pursuing for possible
use in Tracked Levitated Vehicle Systems
so that work was continued in the Guide

namic interactions.

way Technology program .

lowering the cost of cable - supported
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The initialHSGT state -of-the art reviewsby

craft launcher employing a linearmotor had

both MIT 12 and the Department of Com

been built for the U.S.Navy in 1946 , but the

merce Technical Advisory Board 13 recom
mended that OHSGT undertake R & D in

project was dropped when the Royal Navy

components and subsystems that are com
mon

to

all ground transportation systems;

subsystems included were

guideways,

propulsion , communications, and controls.
After the propulsion project came to con
centrate on linear electric motors, power

developed the steam

catapult . In the early

1960s, Professor Eric Laithwaite of Imperial
College , University of London , undertook a
number of laboratory

experiments with

several linear electric motor designs, which
revived interest.
There are a number ofvariations possible in

conditioning and power collection became
the design
projects; obstacle detection was separated
from the overall controls project.

of linear motors — induction or

synchronous, single-sided or double -sided ,
windings in the vehicles or in the track . Be
cause of the limited technological knowl

Linear Electric Motors
edge , problems were

anticipated with

single -sided and synchronous designs, and
The 1965

survey by MIT revealed that
a promising

linear electric motors were

because the costofinstallingwindings in the
track on intercity routes is high , the OHSGT

means ofpropelling levitated vehicles. Sys

research managers decided to concentrate

tems engineering studies by

on the configuration with the least technical

TRW

con

firmed the potential of linear motors. The
concept of a linearmotor had been known

risk - a double- sided induction design with
windings in

the vehicle . In

1966 , the De

for almosthalf a century (see Figure 16 ),but

partment of Commerce

little

posals to study the theory oflinear induction

research

or development had been

done prior to

1965. An experimental air

requested pro

motors (LIM ).

PRIMARY

SECONDARY
RAIL
Ma

y

Figure 16. Principle of Single -Sided Linear Electric Motor
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The contract waswon by theGarrett Corp.,

high -speed rail passenger vehicles . The test

which performed analyses and laboratory
experiments on a small model of a crude

Motor Research

motor. That work showed information was

vehicle , known as the Linear Induction
Vehicle

(LIMRV ) thus

lacking on size effects and dynamics, par

served a dual purpose . The rail dynamics
aspects of the program are described in the

ticularly

Rail Technology section of this report.

as to

electromagnetic behavior at

the ends of the windings ( end effects, prob
lems obviously not present in rotating
motors ). The OHSGT R & D office decided
to build

a full- scale motor to be tested in a

Because test speeds would be well above
those at which power had been routinely
collected from either third rail or overhead

vehicle to learn more about such phenom

catenary , the LIMRV was designed to gen

ena and the dynamic performance ofa LIM .

erate power on -board

and thereby avoid

another set ofdevelopmentproblems— i.e .,
Linear Induction Motor Research

high -speed power collection . The Garrett

Vehicle . The vehicle chosen as a test bed

Corp. designed and built the motor, con

for the LIM has steel wheels on steel rails

struction of the vehicle body was subcon

high -speed passenger car trucks, combined

tracted by Garrett to Halibrand Engineer

with conventional railroad track . The use of

ing. The LIMRV is shown in Figure 17 .

railroad suspension

avoided possible de

velopmentproblems thatmight have inter

The on -board power generating equipment

ferred with testing ofthe LIM . The choice of

for the LIMRV wax an aircraft gas turbine ,

a railroad vehicle provided an opportunity

from a crashed NASA airplane, driving an
alternator. Controlof the linearmotorthrust

to investigate the suspension dynamics of

DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION
FEDERAL PALOOAD
ON

MAN

Figure 17. Linear Induction Motor Research Vehicle (LIMRV ) at Transportation Test Center.
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is accomplished by varying the speed of the

made possible by the use of shims in the tie

turbine,which , in turn , varies the frequency

plates. An additional feature is a vertical

and voltage of the power supplied to the

aluminum

LIM .

rail — T -shaped , hollow , 22

in .

(559mm ) high , 5/8 in . ( 16 mm ) thick , with a
5

Testing of the LIMRV at low

speeds started

in . (12.7 mm ) wide base fastened to the

crossties and centered between

the rails .

on a quarter-mile track at the Garrett plant

This reaction rail acts as the secondary side

to ensure no majordesign problems existed

of the linear motor and can be seen in Fig

before shipment to the Test Center and to

ure

allow

17 .

time for construction there of a high

speed track . Calculations showed that the

The LIMRV and its associated data acquisi

test track should be 10 miles ( 16 km ) long to

tion

achieve the design

Center in

speed .

The available

funds were sufficient, however, only for 6.2
miles (10 km ) which was long enough for all
of the initial testing.

system

were delivered to

the

Test

the spring of 1971, and testing

began in May . The system
voltages from

obtains data as

sensors located on the vehi

cle . These signals are transmitted via tele

metry to
The LIMRV track is standard

gauge with

a trailer, where they are recorded

on magnetic

tape. Several channels

of

119 lb /yard (49.4 kg/m ) rail laid on wood

telemetered

crossties with crushed stone ballast, but the

cathode ray tube (CRT) during a run

construction tolerances are tighter and the

control or safety purposes. The trailer also

control of geometry is more precise than
any track ever built. Precise alignment is

contains remote control equipment for un
manned test runs (See Figure 18 ).

THRUST

a
for

AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS

FIELD CURRENT

REACTION RAIL CLEARANCE

TURBINE INLET
TEMPERATURE

can

OOOOO

FREQUENCY

EMERGENCY

data

be displayed on

TEMPERATURES

J - 52. CONTROL

FRONT

VEHICLE
OPERATION

EATIVE CURRENT

VAR 1 VAR 2

J- 52 CONTROL

REAR

J - 52 INDICATORS

IL-PLA -R

RPM - R

Figure 18. LIMRV Instrument Van Remote Control Panel.
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LIM VOLTAGE

LIM CURREN

Temperatures of -16 ° F ( -27° C ) caused
weld

failures and the reaction

rail pulled

apart in several places . Examination of the
failures led

to the development of an im

proved welding procedure and fastening
the reaction rail to the ties at a lower tem
perature to prevent reoccurrances. All
doubtful welds in the 6.2 -mile (10 km )
length were rewelded and none of the re

tive was devised. Two jet engines ( surplus
from

an

Air Force missile program ) were

added as boosters so that the LIMRV could
accelerate more quickly .

In

August 1974 , the LIMRV attained

a

world's record speed of 255.4 mph (411
km /h ), slightly above the design speed .
More than a dozen earlier runs had ex

welded joints has failed, even though tem

ceeded 200 mph (322 km /h ). These tests

peratures have

were conducted primarily for rail dynamics

fallen

as

low

as

-20 ° F

(-29° C ). The vehicle was running again by

purposes.

February 1972. Tests up to 80 mph ( 129
km / h ) were conducted on the undamaged

Subsequent to the dynamics tests , electrical

reaction rail,while reaction rail repairs were

performance tests were begun to determine

being made.

thrust, efficiency , and electrical characteris
tics of the LIM . The results have verified

After all repair welding was

completed ,

mathematicalmodels to calculate thrust de

high -speed testing was resumed . The top

veloped in the United States , Japan , Ger

speed reached was 191 mph ( 307 km /h ).

many , and Switzerland . Information was

The length of track available , 6.2 miles ( 10

also gathered on dynamic braking, motor

km ), prohibited higher speeds. Rather than
extend the track , a less expensive alterna

edge effect, andmagnetic wake to aid in the
design of improved linear motors.
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(26.69)
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Upon the completion ofthese tests, the LIM

Single -sided Motors . In

windings were reconnected to

completed by TRW

produce a

shorter motor. The purpose of the change
was to test different motor characteristics
and gain
motors.

a better understanding of linear

1971, studies
showed

and MITRE

that the technical problems anticipated with
single - sided linearmotors at the start of the
could be avoided. Information ex

program

changes with

Tracked Hovercraft , the Jap

anese National Railways , and the German
MathematicalModels . The Jet Propul
sion Laboratory (JPL ) atthe California Insti

of Siemens/AEG -Telefunken /
consortium
the
Brown Boveri and studies by

tute of Technology developed a mathemat

Polytechnic Institute

icalmodel to predict linear motor perform
ance , which

could be used for design of

linear motors . FRA

contacted

other re

these

confirmed
began

of New

(PINY)

York

findings. FRA

engineers

convert the LIMRV

planning to

searchers throughout the world who had

motor to a single -sided motor upon comple
tion of the testing of the original double

also been working on models of linear
motors . Three of these models were pro

sided configuration . Garrett began the con
version in the summer of 1976 .

grammed for a computer by the Transporta
tion Systems Center (TSC ) and compared
with the JPL model. The predictions of the
fourmodels agree closely (see Figure 19),
giving designers confidence that new de
signs will perform

as expected .

The PINY research found that synchronous
motors rather than induction motors could
be the better means of propulsion because
of the following advantages:
• Greater clearances between

the motor

windings in the vehicle and the reaction
Tracked

Levitated

Research Vehi.

rail in the track are possible , thus requir
cle ( TLRV ) Motor. The designing and

ing less precise clearance control.
low -speed testingofthe 2500 hp (1865 kw )
air - cooled

linear induction motor for the

• Better power factor, implying lighter on

LIMRV provided sufficient experience for
the Garrett Corp. to

design

a

board equipment.

second

•
generation LIM

Higher efficiency , thus saving energy and

for the TLRV; water- cooled
reducing operating costs.

to raise the thrust to weight ratio and with
power picked

up

from

the wayside. The

Laboratory

testing of single -sided linear

LIMRV motor control concept was aban
doned for a new

control unit ( see Power

Conditioning). The new

LIM

synchronous motors is currently underway
at General Electric .

rating was

4000 hp , or 7500 lbs of force (33,300 N ).
The LIM

program

has produced

good

Garrett designed and built the water- cooled
motor designs that have performed about
LIM

with

only minor problems of water
as predicted . Large LIMs could be operated

leaks which

were

solved with

fitting
successfully ; the feasibility of linear motor

changes. The LIM

and its controls, the
propulsion for high -speed tracked vehicles

Power Conditioning Unit, (PCU ) were suc
has been proven . Linear motors are rugged
cessfully

static tested in

a test cell before
and reliable and have potential application

being shipped to the Transportation

Test
in railroads as well as in

advanced

high

Center for installation in the TLRV . During
speed ground systems. The Japanese Na
low -speed tests, up to 44 mph (70 km /h )
tional Railways have in operation a classifi
the LIM

performed

satisfactorily

through
cation yard using linear motors to

starting, acceleration , and braking.
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replace

mechanical retarders at the point where

After the firstfew years ,OHSGT directed its

final precise control is important. The linear

attention to reducing the cost of guideway

motors have the significant advantage of

construction , both at- grade and

continuous control and can accelerate as

Methods of analyzing the dynamics of

well as retard moving cars to prevent them

vehicle /guideway

from

stopping short ofcoupling or avoiding

impacts at speeds high

enough

to

cause

damage to cars and/or lading.

Another possible
motors is in

application

urban

for linear

to

optimize

structures were developed by TRW , MIT,
and Duke University. The objective was to
use these analyticalmethods to search out
lightweight, inexpensive guideway struc
tures for levitated vehicles.

systems where the

number of vehicles is sufficient to put the
windings in

interaction

elevated .

the track.

This

arrangement

simplifies power transfer to the vehicles and

Still later in the program , FRA joined with
UMTA and TSC to contract with TRW and
ABAM

Engineering to reduce the cost of

replaces the traction motors with a short

tracked air cushion vehicle guideways, both

length of reaction rail. Other urban systems

surface and elevated , by developing new

could use linearmotors with windings in the
vehicle . Linear motors with the windings in

designs to save materials and construction
labor costs.

the track might also

find

applications as
joint TRW - Virginia

boosters on railroad lines with steep grades

Another effort was a

or to accelerate trains out of terminals with

Polytechnic Institute (VPI) exploration of a

wheel/ rail adhesion problems.

cable- supported elevated guideway con
cept; analyses were conducted by TRW and

Guideways

VPI dynamically tested a multiple-span
1 :24 -scale model cable -supported guide

Because guideways are by far the most ex
pensive component of any new
transportation

system ,

ground

substantial efforts

throughout the HSGT program

way. Simulated vehicles weremoved across
the structure and stresses measured in the
supporting cables. See Figure 20.

have been

aimed at reducing the cost per mile of

The MITRE

Corp. also

conducted guide

efforts was

way studies, starting with those formagneti

focused on tunneling; anotherwas directed

cally levitated vehicles and expanding the

guideway. One part of these

at surface and elevated guideway construc
tion .

analyses to air cushion vehicles. The mag
nitude of deflections under passing vehicles
over continuousbeamsofvarious numbers
of spans were analyzed . For the specialized

Early in the HSGT program , MIT created a
computer program
to predict settlement
and heave of embankments . The program

cases analyzed , the findings were thata con
tinuous beam

extending beyond six spans

had little effect on deflection
was tested by installing instrumentation in
an embankment on I- 95 in Massachusetts .

and camber

(upward curvature ) ofthe beamsdecreased
cabin accelerations (improvement in

In

conjunction

with

systems engineering

ride

quality ).

studies, TRW formulated a technique to
compute earthwork costs, which was used

While the theoretical research was under

to calculate the cost ofNortheast Corridor

way, construction of test guideways at the

routes for the various candidate HSGT sys
tems.

as another means to

Transportation Test Center was being used
reduce

cost.

The
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Tracked Levitated Vehicle (TLRV ) guide

preliminary

studies had been

started on

way was to be built in sections — each sec

using the TLRV guideway for testing both

tion incorporating cost-reducing changes
based on the experience of previous sec
tions. Two sections were constructed . The

repulsion and attraction maglev vehicles.

second, with minor changes from

the first,

realized
from

Power Conditioning

a significant reduction in the cost
$ 1.42 million per mile ($ 882,000 per

The speed

and thrust of linear electric

motors is controlled by varying the voltage

km ) to $ 1.18 million per mile (733,000 per

and frequency of the power supplied to the

km ). The cost decrease was a result of the

motor. Speeds above 150 mph (241km / h )

design changes and the learning process on
the first section ; which was the first

require variable voltage and frequency . The

U -shaped guideway ever built.

program , to

first linear electric motor built for the HSGT
propel the Linear Induction

The techniques developed by TRW /ABAM

Motor Research

(LIMRV ) , is
supplied power by an on -board gas turbine

were applied in the design ofa third section

driving an alternator. The voltage and fre

of the TLRV guideway to bring about
another substantial cost decrease . How

Vehicle

quency ofthe power are controlled by vary
ing the speed of the gas turbine. This ar

ever, construction of this section was not
undertaken .

rangement was relatively simple , requiring
only the design and fabrication of a special

At the time the program

was scaled down,

alterator to match a 2500 hp (1865 kw )
aircraft gas turbine.

TRACKWAY

SIMPLY- SUPPORTED
(DISCRETE )

4 -SPAN SEMI-CONTINUOUS

TRACKWAY

M

N
TRACKWAY
THRU - TRUSS

TRACKWAY

CABLE SUPPORTED

Figure 20. Elevated Guideway Design Concepts
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The second linear motor, built

for the
Vehicle

voltage (WV ) PCU performed satisfactorily
in the tests run at the TTC , and , although

( TLRV), is controlled by an on -board power

the curtailed test programs did not permit a

Tracked

Levitated

Research

conditioning unit (PCU ), which transforms
constant- voltage,
power picked up from

constant- frequency

complete evaluation of the VVPCU , its limi
tation to low

speeds was confirmed .

the wayside into the

variable - voltage , variable - frequency power
required to controlthe linearmotor. Such a

Although the Garrett PCU was smaller and
lighter perkilowatt than any similar equip

unit had never been built and was techni

ment ever known for the power level ofthe

cally more complex to design than the linear

TLRV motor, it was still large . Therefore , in

motors , partly because it had to be light and
compact to be carried on a tracked air cush

power conditioning equipment, TSC was

ion vehicle .

asked to undertake a long-range research

an

effort to

find still smaller and lighter

The Garrett Corp., builder of the LIMRV ,

program . TSC chose five concepts to inves
tigate for lighter weight power conditioning.

also designed and built themotor and PCU

After preliminary evaluation ,work was con

for the TLRV . The PCU

centrated on an all solid state design in the
belief that the state -of-the-art could be ad

consists of high

voltage (8250 v ), water-cooled compo
nents which achieve a power density of
more than 0.3 kw / lb (0.7 kw /kg). By early
1976 , field

testing at the

Transportation

vanced further than that ofrotatingmachin
ery . Laboratory equipment was purchased
for experimental work . Assembly

of the

Test Center commenced with only a 1640

laboratory equipment was a lengthy pro

foot(500 m ) section of guideway electrified.

cess and was not completed

until

1975 .

The test bed vehicle (the TLRV) tests were

Experiments are continuing in a program

halted in mid -1976 , but continued to be

advance the state -of-the - art for future use of

used for limited LIM

power conditioning in three -phase electric

and PCU

field tests.

While all ofthe program objectiveswere not
demonstrated , the PCU did operate satis
factorily in

to

propulsion for railroad , transit, or advanced
systems.

low - speed tests. The tests con

firm

the availability of variable-voltage, var
iable- frequency controls for both linear and

along the wayside by either a third rail or

rotating

three- phase

Electrified

systems with

power distributed

electric motors .

overhead by a conductor wire (catenary )

Three -phase motors are lighter and have

were of interest to OHSGT for two reasons:

greater torque at low speeds than the DC

First, the Washington -New

motors now

used in locomotives, and are

being considered in Europe for application
in locomotives.

York

rail

passenger demonstration was operated on
electrified railroad and; second, the most
promising advanced high - speed

ground

systems being studied were electrically
A variable -voltage, fixed -frequency PCU
was built for the linear induction motor in

propelled . Generation

the Prototype Tracked Air Cushion Vehicle

source of electrical power because of a de

(PTACV). The builder was GECR of Eng

sire to minimize air pollution

land , which

along the right-of-way .

encountered technical difficul

ties that delayed delivery

on -board high

speed vehicles was not selected as the

and noise

until after the

PTACV had been tested at low speed at the

The first research task was to improve per

manufacturer's plant and shipped to the
Transportation Test Center. The variable

power collection. As described in the Rail

formance of railroad pantograph /catenary
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road Technology section of this report two
studieswere run with the FRA test cars ; one

After the railroad power collection tech

study found that power interruptions to
Metroliner cars could be reduced by operat

tion was turned to the problem ofcollecting
power at the higher speeds of the advanced

ing with one pantograph per pair of cars,

ground systems. The systems studied were

nique studies were completed, FRA atten

and the other, study found that pantograph
contact shoes made of sintered metal last

mph (483 km /h ); power collection

longer than those of the carbon steel nor

never been attempted at such high speeds.

mally used .

intended to reach speeds as high as 300
had

In an attempt to avoid wear and interruption
problems, several non - contact techniques
were evaluated by GE — among them , in

In an attempt to reduce further both power
ductive, capacitive , and plasma arc . All the
interruptionsand shoe wear, a servocontrol
techniques had drawbacks serious enough
led pantograph that could follow

the con
that none were pursued beyond the initial

ductor wire with light pressure was investi
gated. The results were not encouraging

study. Inductive and capacitive techniques
required such large collectors on the vehi

and the project was dropped.
cle , they were impractical; plasma arc
radiates electromagnetic interference that

As a part of the power collection research ,
General Electric

developed

a

computer

would disrupt'all radio communications in
the vicinity .

simulation of the Penn Central catenary for
evaluation of possible modifications to im
prove the catenary's performance.

Figure 21. High -Speed Power Distribution Rails.
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Westinghouse Electric

studied

other pos

sibilities for high -speed power distribution

systems— stiff conductor rails.
sions were made of DC

Compari

and AC , both

ment, because minor misalignments could
cause catastrophic failure of the

collector

single -phase and three-phase. DC was

arm

ruled out, because studies showed if an arc

vestigated to keep the cost of the distributor

were to occur between the vehicle collector

structure as low

and plug. Differentmaterials were in

as possible .

and the distribution rails there would be no
Three -phase

After the rocket sled tests were successfully

turned out to be cheaper than single-phase
because of a difference in spacing and size

completed , the conductor rails and supports
used were moved from China Lake and

of substations.

installed on 1640 ft (500 m ) of the TLRV

After completion ofthe studies to select the

guideway at the Transportation Test Center
in an effort to economize . This measure

best technique for high -speed power collec

enabled the TLRV testing to continue long

tion , Garrett designed the distribution

enough to demonstrate low -speed capabil

means of extinguishing it.

and

collection equipment for the Tracked Levi
tated Research
guideway

Vehicle

at the

(TLRV ) and its

Transportation

ity of the power collection
with the LIM and PCU ).

system

(along

Test

Center. Garrett designed a sliding contact

Controls

for the 8250 V. system , consisting of an
aerodynamic shaped plug on an arm
ex
tended from the side of the vehicle and

The first research contract placed under the
HSGT Act was with MIT. One of the tasks

captive inside a triangular array of contact

under that contract was the organization of

rails (see Figure 21).

system

The design was tested on a rocket sled at the
Naval Weapons Center, China Lake, Cali
fornia. One thousand amperes were trans
ferred from batteries on the rocket sled to
the

rails

controls , control of vehicle spacing,

scheduling. Another early

with

TRW , Inc. for systems engineering, in

cluded system

control research . The impor

tance given to controls research was based
on the assumption that some of the candi

and the mechanical and aero
date high -speed

dynamic

contract,

and

performance was excellent at

ground systems would

involve high vehicle density

and require

speeds up to 313 mph (504 km / h ). Wear of

automatic controls for efficient and safe op

carbon brushes mounted in the plug and

eration .

sliding on the distribution rails appeared to
be excessive. TSC made laboratory tests to
compare wear of various brush materials

The MIT work

produced mathematical

models forheadway and trafficmerging and
and identify the most durable.
were

run on

an

The tests

apparatus developed by

TSC to simulate the loads , vibrations,mois
ture , and dirt to be encountered. Several

a theory of optimum

control. Rendezvous

techniques were studied to
speed

vehicles to

permit high

receive and discharge

passengers without stopping the train .

graphite compounds had sufficientwear re
sistance to serve as high -speed brushes.

TRW

In the design of the power distribution rails

tors, laser beams, and wiggly wires. Wiggly

investigated numerous control de

vices, including radar, sonar, isotope detec
and supports, Garrett examined severalde

wire is a device that transmits signals along

signs to

wires laid on the track . The other devices

ensure that the supports chosen

would remain dimensionally stable and
hold the conductor rails in accurate align

are not practical because of an inability to
“ see”

around curves and the signal spill
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over to adjacent tracks or lanes. From

this

beain on which to start research .

investigation emerged a concept designed
Synchronous

to improve on wiggly wire

Longitudinal Guidance (SLG ).
The RCA Research

Center developed

wayside scanning system
SLG

a

using lasers. Al

consists of computer control of vehi

cles from

a transportation net

entry into

though performance of a prototype on field
tests was excellent, the cost of the scanner

work , continuing during passage through

proved to be prohibitive . General Applied
the network

until exit. Entry

times and

Science Laboratories (GASL ) did
routes would be controlled

further

according to

work on scanning and non -scanning lasers
traffic flowsin the network . The objective of

with the unexpected finding thatwhen laser
SLG

is to prevent internal traffic jams and

beams are projected over concrete pave
achieve maximum throughput and mini
mum vehicle time within the network . Con

ment at the height of a few

inches (75-100

mm ) they are bent upwards on hot days,
trol in the network would be by means of

thus missing the receiver and becoming in
cables buried in

the guideway through

operative. GASL then investigated electro
which

electronic signals pass. Sensors on

static devices, which were dropped when a
vehicles lock

on to

the

signals

in

the

new technique, a near-infrared beam

pro

cables — i.e . synchronize the vehicles and

duced from

a diode, was demonstrated to

signals .

FRA by Applied Metro Technology (AMT)
SLG

identified a theory and an algorithm

in July 1970. The cost of the diode ismuch
lower than

for optimizing vehicular flow

for lasers and the beam

is not

through a net

subject to bending. AMT latermarketed the
work . This work was used extensively in

technique as a burglar alarm
studies of an urban dualmode system

system , which

for

was the first non -transportation spin -off of
UMTA . This work was also used during the

HSGT technology .
Denver transit project where synchronous,
quasi- synchronous, and asychronous sys
temswere modeled and studied .

Approximately

500

ft (152.4

m ) of the

SLG loads a network to capacity and leaves
no space for faltering or disabled vehicles.

TLRV guideway at Pueblo was in
strumented with miniature near- infrared

This demands vehicle reliabilities so high as

transmitters

located 25

ft ( 7.6

m ) apart

to be impractical today . However, the re

along the edge of the guideway . Receivers
search has made possible much more in

50 feet (15.2 m ) apart detected the beams.
formed evaluations of proposed automati

The transmitters were sequentially

turned

cally controlled systems. 16

on

(ripple -fired) and

the central station

monitored the signals to the receivers. After
Obstacle Detection

installation in

1973 , the system

worked

satisfactorily for a period of two months
an

ac

As high - speed operation necessitates long

i.e., obstacles were detected with

stopping distances, system safety would be
enhanced by the detection of foreign ob

ceptable false alarm rate. Then two types of
failure occurred ; ambient sunlight caused

jects that intrude

high false -alarm

onto

damage the guideway. In
surveyed

1967, OHSGT

potential obstacle

techniques and selected
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the roadway or

an

detection

optical laser

rates in several receivers

and the optical filters became pockmarked .
AMTwas unable to correct the deficiencies
so the concept has not been used.

waveguide investigated by GASL

Communications

for labo

ratory experiments.
Reliable automatic control of vehicles re
quires a reliable communications link be

New Mexico State University developed

tween vehicles and the wayside. Radio fre
quencies are overcrowded and a non - radio

methology for comparison

of communica

tions techniques in the form

of a computer

link was considered to be necessary by the
HSGT system
tions link with

engineers. A

communica

sufficient capacity

handle passenger and crew

could

communica

tions in addition to control signals.

simulation , and TSC investigated mechani
cal problems of installation
such

problems of cables in the guideway or de

and operation ,

as misalignment and sag . In

1972,

TSC started evaluation of a leaky coaxial
cable in a field test. A coaxial cable would
have less capacity

One communications link thatwould avoid

a

than waveguides but

greater tolerance for sag and misalignments
and would be cheaper to install. In
the MITRE

1974,

Corporation was asked to

re

pendency on sliding contacts or wheel con
tact is a surface wave transmission line. The

examine the problem

Telecommunications Laboratory of the En

showed that the majority of cable capacity

vironmental Science Services Administra
tion undertook to investigate this concept

of capacity. Study

requirements that had been used as goals
were for passenger telephone service and
other communications. If the passenger re

for application in HSGT. The surface wave
transmission line would parallel the track or

quirements were

reduced , the leaky co

axial cable had more than enough capacity .
guideway

and the

surface wave would

travel along the line in a space a few feet in
diameter around the line. An antenna

A thorough evaluation ofcoaxial cable ap
plications has not been completed .

mounted on the vehicle would extend into
Surface wave transmission lines, surface
the space occupied by the surface wave
both receive and transmit signals.

waveguides , leaky waveguides, and leaky
coaxial cables have been evaluated and
compared. Any future

A

similar concept is a surface waveguide;

the coupling to a vehicle antenna is also the
same, but the radiation is in a lobe rather
than 360° around a line. Another device that

communications

studies for ground vehicle systems will have
a knowledge base on which to build .

From

the Metroliner telephone operation ,

the good quality of VHF radio propagation

produces a lobe of radiation is the leaky
waveguide, which is a tube with holes or
slots to allow the radiation to “ leak ” out. All

has been demonstrated through the elec

require a metal conductor extending along

railroad. This information is important in the

the right-of-way. General Applied Science

potential application of VHF for both voice

Laboratories (GASL ), Wheeler Labora

and data transmission to and from

tories, Sumitomo Electric

of Japan , and

tromagnetic environment of an

vehicles and transit cars . TRW

electrified

railroad

used the in

Hughes Research Laboratories studied var

formation in the preliminary design of the

ious waveguides. After the initial studies

Denver light rail system

were completed, FRA selected the dielectric

Control System

and a Voice Train

for a Chessie freight line.
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The HSGT Act authorized the Secretary to
contract for demonstrations to

determine

Washington -New

York

Demonstration

the contributions thatHSGT could make to
more

efficient and economical intercity
The

The route between Washington and New
York was selected as the site of the first

essentially market

demonstration because it has the largest

passenger transportation
demonstrations were

systems.

tests in which specific and measurable ser
vice elements were introduced in various

States and serves a greater population than

combinations and successive phases .

any other rail route of similar length .

intercity rail passenger volume in the United

Demonstration Contract. In 1966 , the
Government reached agreement with the

Under that authority , OHSGT planned
demonstrations of improved passenger ser
vice designed to measure and evaluate such
factors as the public response to new

Pennsylvania Railroad (PRR ) for a two - year
demonstration of improved passenger ser
vice between Washington and New York .
The terms of the contract called for a pay

equipment, higher speeds, variations in
ment of approximately $ 10 million

fares, improved comfort and convenience ,
and more frequent service. The data ob

railroad. In

to the

return , the railroad would pur

chase 50 new

cars, improve the right-of

way , maintain

the track to keep it in

tained were to be a base against which al
ternative systemsoftransportation could be
evaluated for the Northeast Corridor

improved condition , and operate the ser
vice. Any profits from

Transportation Project. An objective was to
obtain information on public response to

the

the demonstration

were to be divided equally between the rail
road and the Government, until the Gov

rail system

improvements with

relatively
ernment's investment was recovered.

modest expenditures and

small devel

opmental lead times. Planning began even
before passage of the HSGT Act.

The new carswere to be self- propelled and
electric, capable of 160 mph (256 km /h );
the improvements in the roadway, includ
ing the catenary , were to be sufficient to

Two

demonstrations were

conducted
sustain speeds of 100 to 110 mph (160 to

Washington -New

York

and Boston -New
176 km /h ) wherever the alignment of the

York — at a cost of about $ 13 million each
right-of-way would permit. * To ensure the
which proved that there is a market for good
service would be given a fair trial, the rail
rail passenger service , and eventually led to
legislation to proceed with the $ 1.9 billion
rail passenger service improvement pro
gram for the Northeast Corridor.
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* The cars were required to have a speed capability higher than
the track could accommodate, so thatif the service were success
ful, further track upgrading and higher speeds could be accom
plished

road wasrequired to undertake an advertis

cars to meet that specification . From

ing and promotion campaign and conduct

proposals submitted , a design by the Budd

training for railroad employees who would

Company was selected (and later named

the

be in contact with the public . A $ 1.7 million

the Metroliner). See Figure 22. A decision

training program

wasmade to equip half the cars with Gen

was organized for these

employees, plusmaintenance and operat

eral Electric equipment and the other half

ing personnel who would be working with

with Westinghouse propulsion equipment.

thenew cars. A grantwas obtained from

the

Department of Labor to pay half the cost.

As manufacture was about to begin , the
Southeast Pennsylvania Transportation Au

Metroliner

Car Purchase .

L.

T.

thority (SEPTA ) applied for an UMTA grant

Klauder Associates prepared a car specifica

to pay for 11 Metroliners to operate be

tion for OHSGT to be used by PRR in the

tween

purchase of new
philosophy

of using

Philadelphia

and Harrisburg.

The

the

grant was not approved , but the 11 cars

the best technology

were built anyway. They remained at the

cars , based on

available without engaging in

a develop

ment program .Great attention was given to

Budd factory , however, until Amtrak pur
chased them .

passenger amenities to make the cars as
attractive and as pleasant as possible. The

In retrospect the Metroliner program

railroad issued a request for proposals for

have

had

a

should

single product development

829

Amtrak

Figure 22. Metroliner with Amtrak Markings .
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manager for the cars , rather than to have

Stations. To initiate projects

Suburban

delegated part of the authority . Had there

for suburban

been a govemment manager with full au

Maryland and New Jersey , FRA agreed to
pay for the cost of high -level platforms,

thority ,

problems such

as poor ride

substitution

quality - caused by

of coil

pedestrian

park- and-ride stations in

tunnels, and track

changes at

springs for air bags, cross talk between con

both locations. AtLanham , in the Washing

trol circuits — caused by mid production
wire routing changes, and out of station

ton Metropolitan

production

line

component installation

(hindering quality

control)—caused by

area, the State of Mary

land made land available worth $ 500,000
and Prince Georges County

committed

for the parking

about $ 128,000

lot.

production schedule slippages and attempts

OHSGT spent $ 200,000 on the building

tomake up lost time,might not have occur
red .

and track relocations.

Facility Improvements . While the cars

tal Beltway , was opened in

The Lanham Station , located near the Capi

were being fabricated, the railroad up

Concurrent with

March

1970.

the opening, FRA con

heavy mainte

tracted with bus operators for experimental

nance and installation of 190 miles (306

feeder buses to connect Annapolis and
Rockville with selected trains. The service

graded the roadbed with

km ) of continuous welded rail. New ,
heavier conductor wire was installed in the
catenary along the entire distance between
Washington and New

never attracted significant patronage
was soon discontinued .

and

York . Including the

cost of $ 22 million , the PRR
nt
estimated that $ 58 million
manageme

of Transportation paid the cost of land ac

was spent in preparation for the demonstra

quisition and all other facility construction .

Metroliner

AtWoodbridge, N.J., the State Department

tion . The OHSGT-Pennsylvania Railroad

The station was opened in November 1971

contract required construction of high level

to inter- city

platforms at Washington , Baltimore, Wil

trains.

trains and later to

commuter

mington , and Trenton to eliminate car steps
and expedite

loading and unloading.

OHSGT made improvements in

decor in

Shuttle Bus Service . In another exper
iment, a shuttle bus service was begun in

the Washington and Trenton stations; those

September 1970 to run between the Wash

at Trenton were part ofan upgrading by the
city for commuter service , and included

ington , D.C. Union

Station and a circuit of

hotels and goverment buildings. The bus

track rearrangement to speed movement of

company

trainsthrough the station .Moving ramps for

month would be needed to make the opera

the handicapped and for baggage carts be
tween the train platform and the street level

tion profitable . In spite of considerable pub
licity , monthly

were installed at Baltimore . The OHSGT

slightly over 2000 and the experiment was

also

installed

automatic train

information

boards at Baltimore , Wilmington , Philadel
York .
phia , Trenton , Newark , and New
Television

screens were

installed

in

estimated

14,000 riders per

ridership

reached only

discontinued in May 1971.

New

Jersey Test Track . As part of the

the
HSGT rail R & D program , a high -speed test

Washington station for the same purpose ,
to make it more convenient for travelers to

track was created by using one ofthe Penn

obtain train arrival and departure informa
tion .

tween

sylvania Railroad's fourmainline tracks be
Trenton and New

Brunswick , New

Jersey. FRA paid for the upgrading ofoneof
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the tracks to permit high -speed runs. This
track was used for acceptance testing of

daily between Washington and New Ha
ven , and the conventional trains from

both the Washington -New

Washington

(Metroliners)

York equipment

and the Boston -New

equipment ( Turbotrains)

in

York

to

Boston increased

from

seven to nine.

between

OHSGT devised machine - readable tags

passage of PRR revenue trains.

that serve as passenger seat checks for the
Telephone Service. At the suggestion of
Telephone and Tele

FRA, the American

railroad

and as means

of collecting

passenger travel statistics. Use of the data

graph Company (AT& T ) developed and in
stalled in the Metroliners the first on -board

tags began in July 1966 to develop a time
series forthe Northeast Corridor studies and

telephones that could receive as well as ini

as a means to evaluate the demonstrations.

tiate calls. The $ 2.1 million cost was borne

FRA continues to process data from
trak .

by AT & T . The telephone service proved
very popular at the start of Metroliner
service — so popular, that the available radio

Am

channels were saturated. At about 7,000

UCLA developed a computer simulation of
Penn -Central's Northeast Corridor rail sys

calls per month , AT & T lost money.

tem

The

operations, called TRANSIM , to

aid in

a minimum

of $ 1 to

increased

revenue

scheduling the New
York -Washington
demonstration trains. TRANSIM was used

( though still a loss), while usage dropped to

to test proposed schedules for interference

4,000 calls permonth . Although the service

with other traffic , including freight, and to

charge was raised from
$ 3 , which

resulted

in

has not been profitable for the telephone

calculate running time. TRANSIM

company, it has been liked and used by

used at this writing to evaluate proposed

passengers.

improvements in the $ 1.9 billion Northeast

is being

Corridor rail passenger improvement pro
Demonstration

Service .

Central Transportation
Metroliner service in

The Penn

gram .

Company began

January

1969 (after

the Pennsylvania Railroadmerged with the
New York Central Railroad in

The

two -year

“ test

Washington -New

period”

of

the

York demonstration was

1968 ), with

extended through a third year, ending on

three daily round trips between Washington
and New York . The runs were made in less

September 30 , 1973. The revenue-sharing
provision of the first two years was not con

than three hours , except for one non - stop
tinued in the third year due to the financial
run each way in two - and - a -halfhours which
was discontinued after six months.

condition of the Penn -Central. During the
first two years , Penn Central estimated the
Government's share of the net profit

The formal demonstration

started in

Oc
amounted

tober 1970 , when sufficientMetroliner cars
had been accepted from

When

was gradually increased, reaching 14 trains
in each direction in April 1972, running

new

to 8:00 pm (except for

7:00 pm ). At that time, train service from
Washington through New
inaugurated , with

$ 1,251,932.

the manufacturer

to operate seven round trips a day. Service

hourly from 6:00 am

to $ 2,095,259; later audits by

Amtrak reduced this to

Amtrak was formed

1971, the

in

demonstration was coordinated with
Corporation's service.

In

the

October

1973 , Amtrak took over the service

and

later purchased the Metroliner fleet.

York was also

one Metroliner running

Ridership .

The Metroliner

service
71

showed that the American public would use
quality rail passenger service. Although, at
first, ridership

on

the conventional trains

station was increased from 15 to 20 daily .
To accommodate the additional patronage ,

continued to drop , the decrease in total rid

the parking area was increased by 67 per
cent and the station ticketing equipment

ership

and waiting room

in

Growth

the Northeast Corridor stopped .
of Metroliner ridership

were enlarged .

offset the

drop -off on conventional trains so that total

The Lanham Station is beingmoved a short

ridership remained steady , which is in strik

distance, to the New

Carrolton rail transit

ing contrast to all other routes where rider

station , which

ship decreased
Amtrak years.

service even more convenient.

precipitously

the pre

in

Metropark

should make access to

Station, in

rail

Woodbridge , New

The years 1974 and 1975 reflect the effects
Jersey , also
of the oil embargo . Ridership

increased

when

obtain

attracted a large patronage ; a

total of 35,374 intercity rail passengers used
gasoline was difficult to

for
the station in

the last half of 1972 , with

11

automobile trips, but decreased as concern
trains a day serving the facility .
over the fuel shortage eased. Statistics for
the first five months of 1976 show that, as
the new

Amfleet equipment went into ser

vice, ridership

on the conventional trains

The Metroliner car design has been used for
the locomotive -hauled Amfleet coaches

has increased (May 1976 ridership was 17

purchased by Amtrak . When

percent above May 1975 ). While the Met

quest for bids for new

roliner ridership has fallen ,' the total rider

issued by Amtrak , no U.S. manufacturer

ship

for all trains for May

1976

was 3.5

the first re

passenger cars was

was building intercity equipment. If the

percent above May 1975 .

Budd Company had not been able to use
the Metroliner design and tooling, start-up

The two Metroliner suburban stations have

costs would have increased the cost of cars

attracted passengers in

the

and lengthened delivery times. Amtrak has
Budd , 348
ordered 492 Amcoaches from

Capital Beltway Station , an increase of 36

of which had been delivered by the end of

percent over the previous year. During that

1976. During that year, as cars were steadily

year, the number of trains stopping at that

accepted, the portion of Amtrak's short

FY

large numbers. In

1973 , 125,000 passengers used

Annual Rail Passenger Traffic Between

New

Year

Metroliner

% Change
From Pre
vious Year

York -Washington 14

Conventional
Trains
6,841,186
6,976,228

1969

6,881,385

604,624

All
Trains

% Change
From Pre
vious Year

6,841,186
+

2
1

1967
1968

% Change
From Pre .
vious Year

6,974,228
7,486,009

+

2

+

7

1,251,958

+107

5,507,428

-20

6,759,386

1971

1,625,068

+

30

4,848,216

-12

6,473,284

-

4

1972

2,153,165

+

35

4,498,821

-

7

6,651,986

+

3

1973

2,352,763

+

9

4,491,910

-

0

6,844,673

+

3

1974

2,493,601

+

6

5,066,996

+13

7,560,597

+10

1975

2,266,128

9

4,796,525

-

7,062,653

-

1970
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5

-10

6

haul passengers carried
reached over 50 percent.

in

Amcoaches

Boston -New

York

Demonstration

Budd has also used the Metroliner structure
The second rail passenger demonstration
self-propelled diesel car, the

was intended to test public reaction to im

SPV 2000 , scheduled for prototype opera

proved technology as represented by gas

tion in early 1978 .

turbine-powered

design in a new

Washington -New

trains; differing from
York , which tested public

While the Northeast Corridor plant that Am
trak inherited from the Penn -Central was

ogy . First plans were for service between

have been

Boston and Providence. Short gas turbine

badly deteriorated, it would

worse if it had not been for OHSGT, Penn
sylvania Railroad, and state and county ex
penditures on the demonstration . In
mary, these improvements were :

sum

reaction

to

improved service , not technol

trains were to

shuttle back and forth

the 44 miles (70.8 km ) between

over

the two

cities, providing fast, frequent service. On
the basis of that plan , equipment speci
ficationswere prepared for two short trains.

• New , heavier conductor wire in the cate
nary from

New

York to Washington.
When

•

Continuous welded rail installed on 190
additional miles (306 km ) of track .

•

the Boston -Providence

were revealed , the State of Connecticut
Transportation

Twenty -one miles (34 km ) of superb
track between
Trenton
and New

intentions

Authority proposed

finan

cial support for the program if the service
were run between Boston and New York .
Because the New Haven Railroad was in

Brunswick , N.J., which was used

•

for

high -speed test runs in 1967 .

bankruptcy and could not pay for either
roadbed rehabilitation or the incremental

Two new

expense of operating the

suburban stations.

experimental

trainsets, the Federal Government pro
• Platform

improvements in the Washing
posed

that Connecticut pay

for roadbed

ton , Baltimore , and Wilmington Stations.
and structure improvements in Connecticut
• Improvements to

the interior of Union

to reduce the Federal cost of the expanded

Station in Washington , with TV informa
tion boards and modernized waiting

agreement was reached and the program

room .

began on that basis, the support from

demonstration .

Although

a

Connecticut Transportation

tentative

the

Authority

never materialized .
The Washington -New
New

York

York

and Boston

demonstrations created

the

highest revenue routes in the Amtrak sys
tem . Without these successful demon

United Aircraft Corporation agreed to lease
to OHSGT two three - car gas turbine
trainsets whose design included lightweight

strations, it is possible the current $ 1.9 bil

aluminum

lion Northeast

pendulous suspension with steered axles to

Corridor Improvement

aircraft-type

structures and

a

would not have been undertaken . Amtrak's

round curves at speeds up to 30 percent

expectationsare that the improved Corridor
service will have a “ cascade" effect, creat

faster than

equivalent passenger comfort. United

ing demand on other routes, commencing

named the design “ Turbo Train .” See Fig

with those that feed into the Corridor.

ure 23 .

conventional equipment with
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The service was planned with intermediate

Additional weekend runs in

stops at Route 128 outside Boston , Provi

September 1969 revealed themaintenance

dence , New London and New Haven , on a

capability was not sufficient to operate the

3 -hour, 15 -minute schedule . By the begin

two trains concurrently on a continuous
basis. By June 1970, the performance had

ning of 1968, the first trainset had been
completed and tested

on the high -speed

improved, so much

August and

that an

additional

test track in New Jersey , where a speed of
170 mph (273.5 km / h ) was reached.

round-trip was run on Fridays and Sundays.

United established amaintenance facility in

From

Providence where railroad personnel,
under the direction of United Aircraft's en
gineers and technicians, maintained

the

trains.

January

1971 through

September

1972, successive programs of refurbish
ment, improvements in soundproofing and
ride quality , operations outside the North
east Corridor, and increase of the number
of cars per train limited the availability ofthe

Inclusion

of the New

Haven in the merger

Turbo Trains to one trainset daily Monday

of the Pennsylvania and New York Central
railroads into the Penn Central, and negoti

through Friday .

ations of another agreement with the new

Two cars were added to each

management delayed the start of the dem-

creasing seating from

onstration . United

utilized this period

for

trainset, in

144 to 240. The en

larged trainsets began operating in August

additional testing of the trainsets and ad

1972. In

cooperation

with

Amtrak, one

justment of the equipment. Service began

five -car Turbo

on April 8 , 1969, with one round -trip daily .

Washington , D.C. and Parkersburg , W.Va.

W
m

TURBO

3.00

Figure 23. Turbotrain Five -car Setwith Amtrak Markings.
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Train

operated between

for threemonths. The purpose of the exper

bines are highly reliable , with little mainte

seven

nance required , and provide excellent ac

iment was to test performance in
day- a -week service in

mountain

terrain ,

celeration .

The lightweight trains permit

cold , and snow . The experience yielded
technical data not available on the level and

high braking rates; the aircraft design tech

York route . Mainte

weight, but also the stiffest cars ever tested

warmer Boston -New

the home base was also

nance away from
an

experience of value for future opera

niques produce cars that are not only light

in compression by the Association
American Railroads.

of

tions. A secondary objective was to deter
mine traveler response in a rural area to new

The pendulous suspension provides an ex

equipment. In spite ofAmtrak advertising,
the load factor was never good .

cellent ride

at high

higher speeds on

speeds and permits

curves. However, ride

quality at low speeds on jointed rail is not as
The Boston -New
ended

January

York

demonstration

good as at high

speeds, due to the articu

22 , 1973. Amtrak pur

lated, single -axle suspension. Some com

chased the equipment and continued ser
vice without interruption . Although the

ponents, chiefly in themechanicaltransmis

Turbo Train program

need improvement in future applications.

was concemed with

sion system , turned out to be unreliable and

experimental

equipment,
293,210
passengers were carried and the load factor

Demonstration

Auto - Train
averaged 58 percent.

The first report to Congress on progress of
The two trainsets were the first newly de
signed intercity passenger equipmentin the
United States since themid - 1950s, and the

the HSGT program , included plans for an
“ Auto Ferry ”

demonstration .

was changed to

The name

Auto -Train after OHSGT

first trains in the world to go into revenue

one of the maritime

received a letter from
service powered by
bines. United

aircraft -type

gas tur

Aircraft built five other

seven -car Turbo Trains for the Canadian

unions asking to

participate

in

the Auto

Ferry demonstration .

National Railways. These trainshad various
Auto - Train was conceived as a demonstra
technical problems, some peculiar to the
Canadian version , and were in and out of

tion in which private automobiles and their
occupants would be transported in rail cars,

service for several years. At this time, three
with the automobiles serving as the princi
trainsets are running in regular Toronto
Montreal service .

pal seating. The demonstration was based
on

the recognition

that long -haul rail

French gas turbine trains are in use in both

passenger service was no longer competi

France and this country . The French Na

tive with air and highway, and that such a
service might be a new

source of profit for

tional Railways have 29 trainsets in regular
railroads . The risks involved in

an experi

service and an advanced prototype that has
mentwith the service seemed to be greater

run at speeds up to 185 mph (298 km / h ).
than the railroads would accept. If Auto

Amtrak has purchased four French trains
manufactured in France and seven more
manufactured in this country by Rohr under
license .

Train proved popular and profitable, it was
hoped that the railroads would

establish

service in other parts of the country .

In June 1966 , a test of riding performance
The demonstration showed that gas tur

on rail cars was conducted with AAR by
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OHSGT to determine characteristics ofrail

on the assumption that available passenger

equipment needed

car trucks would be used .

vice . An

for auto -on -train

ser

engineering consultant was en

gaged to prepare a design and specifications
for the service .

The Seaboard Coastline Railroad agreed to
operate

a

750 -mile

Washington

to

Jacksonville run in approximately 12 hours
Exploration

of possible routes indicated a

high traffic potential between Washington ,

and also to maintain the proposed 15 - car
train and locomotives. Funds originally

D.C. and Jacksonville , Florida. A

available for the demonstration were suffi

contract

was signed for a market study ofautomobile

cient to cover design ofthe equipment and

travel to Florida. Data on origin , destination ,

construction

car occupancy and reaction to the proposed

when additional fundswere requested , they

auto -on -train

were denied by Congress with the reason

service were

collected by

of the terminals. However,

Florida Atlantic University and the Florida

ing that the market studies showed

Tourist Bureau . Travel desires ofmedian
income families in nine cities - Boston ,New

favorable potential that there was no need
for the Government to
pay
for a

York , Newark , Philadelphia , Baltimore ,

demonstration - industry

Washington , Miami, Tampa, and Jackson
ville — were obtained . More than 6000

would

such

take ad

vantage of the opportunity .

groups entering Florida by automobile were

Attempts were then made to get industrial

interviewed. The response indicated a pro
cars,

firms to join with FRA to conduct a demon
stration of Auto -Train , but without success.

which would far exceed the capacity of the

However, an employee in the Office of the

proposed test service .

Secretary of Transportation was so confi
dent that auto - train could be a success , he

The engineering consultant, L. T. Klauder

resigned to organize a firm

to provide such a

and Associates, had as a major design ob

service and was able to

obtain

jective the easy passage of private autos on
and off the railcars. A bi-levelrail car design

With the change to carrying autos in closed

jected

annual demand of 540,000

was chosen and was intended to provide
easy access for customers from their cars to
restrooms, lounges, entertainment areas ,
and food service. Terminals were designed

financing.

auto -carrying cars and carrying passengers
separately in coaches, he has made an out
standing success ofthe Auto -Train Corpo
ration .

with ramps for the bi-level rail cars.
Airport Access

In

June 1966 tests had shown freight-car

Demonstrations

suspensions do not give good enough ride
quality for auto -train passengers to ride in
their automobiles. The solution seemed to
be passenger car suspensions. To
passenger car suspension

would

ensure
give

a

good ride, two automobiles were loaded

OHSGT found inadequate ground access
to airports in large metropolitan areas to be
a major deterrent to more effective use ofair
transportation and during Fiscal Year 1967
conducted an

airport user survey for Na

into an FRA test car and the ride quality was

tional, Dulles, and Friendship Airports in the

checked on a Florida train by observers and
instruments in the seat of one of the auto

Washington metropolitan area . Analysis of

mobiles. The ride quality was good and the
design of the auto - train cars was completed
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the survey information revealed

that a

high -speed ground link to Friendship Air
port would improve access.

On

that basis, engineering studies were

begun

of a high -speed

rail shuttle service

Several airport access demonstrations out
side the Washington area were considered .

between Baltimore and Washington , which

A

would use the existing Penn Centralmain

where highway access was extremely in

linewith a new access track to the airport . As

adequate, progressed to the point of pre

the study progressed , the scope was
broadened to consider use of the B & O Rail

UMTA, FRA developed a plan for Tracked

road tracks, either alone or in

conjunction

Los Angeles Airport demonstration ,

liminary engineering. In

cooperation with

Air Cushion Vehicle service, with

the first

with the Penn Central tracks and a rail/bus

phase of construction to provide service

transfer, rather than a new access track . The

from

cost estimates ranged

ble extension later to

from

$ 71 million , based on

$ 51 million to

the railroads' re

the San Fernando Valley , with possi
a proposed new

air

port at Palmdale , California. Local opposi

quirements for track improvements and the

tion

purchase of new self -propelled cars. Faced

enough that the project was notcarried be

with such costs, the project was not pursued

yond the preliminary planning stage .

to

the planned

service was intense

further at that time.
The principal features of the TACV system
Nine years
nounced

later , in
plans

1976 , Amtrak

for

service

to

an
the

developed in the Los Angeles Airport study
were used in a study of a system

operating

Baltimore Washington International Air
port (Friendship ) and a station is to be con
structed on the old Penn Central mainline

between the Capital Beltway and the Dulles

(now Amtrak -owned ) with bus service be
tween the railroad station and the airport

and LTV , Inc. However, Congressional

terminal.

In

complaince with

Terminal in
System

the Washington , D.C. area .

designs were solicited from

Rohr

committees would not go along with funds
for the project and it had to be cancelled.

the National Capital

The Secretary of Transportation decided to

Transportation Act of 1969, FRA awarded a

continue with the vehicle design and devel

contract to the Washington Metropolitan

opment for the purpose of demonstrating

Area Transit Authority

TACV technology , and to do the demon

(WMATA ) for a

study of the feasibility of extending the re

stration at the Transportation Test Center. A

gional rail rapid transit system

contractwas given

to Dulles Air

to Rohr for a prototype

port . The study considered five alternatives,

urban

all using the same trains as planned for the

TACV. This was the beginning of the Pro

regionalsystem , with tracks in themedian of

totype TACV

the Dulles access highway, and a subway

in

approach to the airport terminal building.

application ,

150 mph

Project which

the Advanced

(241 km / h )

is described

Systems section of this

report.

The alternative that was found capable of
handling the largest number of passengers
was integrated

service, with

mediate stops, to downtown Washington .
The cost was estimated to be $ 90 million .
The findings were submitted to the Office of
the

Secretary

1971, but with

Data Collection

two inter

of Transportation in

Information to evaluate the use of the two
rail passenger demonstrationswas obtained
in

the following ways:

July

costs already rising above

the budget for the existing Metrorail plan ,
no action was taken .

• OHSGT devised

a means of obtaining

passenger counts by stations of origin and
destination , data , and class , identified by
77

tags that

Survey , starting in 1967, which was used to

were also

train , using machine-readable

determine how travelbehavior was affected

New

used by the Pennsylvania and
Haven Railroads as seat checks.

by the demonstrations. The National Travel

OHSGT installed a data tag reader on -line

Survey shows a decline in air passengers,

computer to process the ridership

while auto use continues to increase and rail

statistics. The tags have been providing rid

has held even as a percentage of all travel.

with

a

ership statistics since July

•

Questionnaires

were

1966 .

filled

out by

After Amtrak took over the Corridor service,

passengers through the first two years of the
Metroliner demonstration as a means of

the data tag statistical collection was con

evaluating changes in service and to pro
vide information on travel behavior. The

the Philadelphia - Harrisburg

questionnaires showed that the new

data were collected through a matrix

train

tinued and , in

January 1973, extended to

Haven -Springfield

and New

runs. Other nationwide
sys

riders were prior automobile and airplane
travelers.

tem . As of July 1976 , inputto the computer

In 1966 , OHSGT arranged with the U.S.
Census Bureau to increase coverage in the

data base . FRA now

Northeast Corridor by the National Travel

tapes.
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system was switched from the data tag sys
tem to the Amtrak Train Earnings Ridership

statistics on

produces ridership

all Amtrak routes from

the

Chapter 7

Grade - Crossing

Safety
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In

1968, the Secretary of Transportation

grade-crossings through the two programs.

directed the FRA and Federal Highway
Administration to form a joint national pro

highway

gram

The improvements included

changes in

approaches , removal of sight

to improve railroad -highway grade

obstructions on approaches, and installa

crossing protection . FRA participation was

tion of train - activated warning devices and

based on the prospect ofmore frequent and

advance waming highway signs. Similar
programs followed in Connecticut, Rhode

faster service on

the Washington -Boston

routes; special emphasis was given to the
Northeast Corridor. The first inventory
made was of the public

crossings on

Penn

Central between Washington

New

York , followed by an

the
and

inventory of

those between Boston and New

York .

Island, and Massachusetts.

Thenational program

continued this type of

action through the Association of American
Railroads; a national inventory has been
created and the FHWA receives annual ap
propriations for grants to states to improve

FRA contributed funds for grade- crossing

crossing protection . FRA , as a part of the

protection in Maryland in

safety

a joint program

R & D

program , is developing im

with the state of Maryland, Prince Georges

proved hardware , especially , lower cost de

County, and the City of Baltimore. A sec

vices, so that the available funding can be

ond joint program

used to

was with the State of

Delaware. Protection was improved at 20
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protect the maximum

crossings.

number of
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Site Selection

ords of other Federal departments, espe
cially Defense , Interior, Agriculture , and the

After the first two years of HSGT R & D ,
when some of the initial technical studies
were

completed , planning began

for test

General Services Administration . The
search was conducted on the assumption
that the test facility would be located on

and evaluation of the hardware that was to

property

be developed . A look at both industry and

ment, most probably on a military installa

goverment testing facilities revealed none
that could test high -speed ground vehicles

tion. A review of the inventory of military
bases disclosed that none thatwere suitable

components.

could be released or shared . For various

or other major HSGT system
The only

high - speed railroad test track in

the United States was the Pennsylvania
Railroad's mainline between Trenton and
New
been

Brunswick , New
upgraded

Demonstration

Jersey, which had

for OHSGT use

in

the

Program , and operational

and safety constraints severely limited its
use for tests.

The early planning for the Center was on a

owned by the Federal Gover

reasons, no other agency could locate a site
that could be used.

Next, data compiled by the Atomic Energy
Commission in its 1964-1966 search for a
location

to

build a linear accelerator was

suggested as a source ofpotential sites. The
AEC provided their evaluation of over 100
localities. From these records, the former
Lowry Air Force Base bombingrange ,now
the State of Colorado was

narrow basis , primarily to find a site where
high - speed test runs could be made in isola

owned by

tion , protected from

out danger to passersby or nearby property.

While the originalplan had been to consider
only Federally controlled land, the Lowry

Several abandoned rail lines were consid

Range became a possibility when the State

ered , but all either had grade-crossings or

of Colorado offered to make the land avail

were not straight enough to permit the high
speeds envisioned . As it became apparent

able. However, later analysis of earthwork
for a high - speed loop found the terrain was

that an entirely new

too rough .

interference and with

site was needed , FRA's

thinking broadened to

selected as a potentially suitable location .

consider long-term
Lowry was inspected, the news

requirements and also the possibility that

When

other DOT administrations— e.g., National

media reported the visit. Consequently , a

Highway

Traffic Safety

or Urban Mass

Transportation - might find co -location

of

number of other state

and local govem

ments, as well as Indian tribes, began pro

test facilities desirable .
posing use of their lands. During the De

cember 1967 to February 1968 period, 41
An initial search was made by OHSGT en
gineers in 1967 through the real estate rec
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proposals were received, including two
more from Colorado . A preliminary survey

of data

submitted

eliminated the

great

board to be chaired by a representative of

majority because of unsuitable terrain , inac

the Office of the Secretary , with members

cessibility , or insufficient area .

from
each
DOT.

of the administrations within

At this point, it became apparent that the
quantity of engineering data wasmuch too

The board used the FRA studies, looked at

large to be handled by the small FRA staff

preliminary

and that the decision should be carefully
documented in view of the intense competi

then

data

of additional sites, and

visited the locations that the prelimi

nary review

be the best. The

showed to

April 1968 , a

characteristics of each location , how well it

contract was awarded to collect the neces

met the criteria, and any other pros and
cons were presented in a report to the Sec

tion

for the test facility. In

sary data from the most promising sites. A
set of criteria was established and an or
ganized

site search was begun . Each site

retary . On the basis of that report, in De
cember 1969, the Secretary selected a site
northeast of Pueblo , Colorado, to be the

was judged on the following criteria :

Transportation Test Center (TTC ).
•

As wide a variation as possible in climatic
conditions, to approach all -weather test

Establishing the Facility

ing.
When DOT informed the State of Colorado
• Relatively

smooth

terrain , to minimize
ofthe site selected , the state land board had

earth -moving costs yet permit

some
to acquire several small tracts of land before

grades.
the entire 50 square miles ( 127.4 sq . km )
•

An area on the order of 50 square miles.

could be leased to DOT. On August 22 ,

• Land at no cost to the Federal Govern

1970 , representatives of the State of Col
orado and DOTmet in Pueblo and signed a

ment.
• No public roads on site , to avoid grade

crossings on test tracks.

50 -year lease with an option to renew . The
cost to DOT was $ 10 . That same month ,
ground was broken

for the

first test

facility — a test track for the Linear Induction

• Nearby communities with suitable living
Motor Research

Vehicle

(LIMRV ). At this

conditions for employees; industrial and
time, the Urban Mass Transportation Ad
technical support; and, preferably , a uni
versity with technical and/or scientific de

ministration decided to locate the rail transit
test activities at the Test Center.

partments; no residential or business
areas close enough

to be disturbed by
Road access to the test site was gained when

noise of testing.

Pueblo

•

Little or no economic activity thatwould
be displaced by the facility .

evaluated

the

report — including data on

a north - south
to

the southern

boundary of the site and halfway up the
eastem

OHSGT

County extended

gravel county road north

contractor's
the terrain ,

boundary , a total of six miles ( 9.6

km ). Later, with money raised by a special
tax assessment, Pueblo

County

graded

a

weather, industrial and technical support

road running northwest from

for seven sites and presented the findings to

Municipal Airport, 19 miles (30.6 km ) to the

the Office of the Secretary of Transporta
tion . The result was a directive from the

southwest corner of the test site , and along
the southern

the Pueblo

boundary to join the original

Secretary to do a formal site evaluation by a
road along the site's eastem

edge. This road
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considerably

shortened

the distance and

were

installed in

access to

the spur to

provide rail

the Center buildings

and test

driving time between the city of Pueblo and
the Test Center. On occasion , however,

tracks. Today, the spuris used to ship mate

heavy rains washed out the airport road

rials , equipment, and test vehicles into the

where it crosses two creeks. Then , until the

Center.

earth was moved back , the original road
was again the only access into the test site .

Test Facilities

The Test Center lies two miles north of the

Because of the need for early testing, con

northern border of the Pueblo Army Depot,
one of the reasons for choice of the site.

struction of the LIMRV test facility started in

Shortly after construction started, offices for

August 1970 with just preliminary plans for
the Test Center and incomplete test facility

the Test Center manager were

requirements.

set up

in

space loaned by the ArmyDepot. The Army
provided much help

in

the first stages of

The first set of test requirements was pub

establishing the center and the cooperation

lished in

continues today.

Program , which covered the period ending

Immediately after selection ofthe site for the

report given a picture of the planning at that

TTC , the Federal Highway Administrator
offered FRA the services of the FHWA re

stage :

the Fourth Report on the HSGT

September 30 , 1970.

Excerpts from

that

• LIMRV : ... will be used to test the linear
gional office in Denver for construction ac
induction motor (LIM ) up to 200 mph
tivities at the Center. The offer was ac

322 km / h ). ...
cepted, and FHWA surveying crewswere at
work even before the lease with the state
was signed.

•

The Denver office provided

Tracked Air Cushion Research Vehicle :
... to test the LIM

up to 300 mph ( 483

surveying, specification preparation , con

km /h ) ... while collecting power from

tracting, and construction supervision on all

the wayside ... will include vehicle

of the early test track construction . The
FHWA assistance was considered so valu

aerodynamics , air cushions, secondary
suspension ... obstacle detection and

able at the peak of construction activity that
FRA manpower allocations were trans

communications.
•

TACV Prototype: ... 150 to 200 mph

ferred to the Denver office to assure contin
(241 to 322 km /h ) for airport access and,
uation of the effort . In addition to surveying
subsequently , a 300 mph

(483 km /h )

done by FHWA to locate test facilities, the
prototype for intercity service .
Coast and Geodetic Survey surveyed the
entire site to the highest order of accuracy
•

Railroad ... both

conventional and

and established permanent survey monu
high - speed ... to

ments .

track interaction
Construction

of the LIMRV test track in

include: suspension /

and stability , including

derailment; propulsion , braking and
adhesion ; wheel and rail wear, and track

cluded a spur track connecting it to the rail
failure experiments. It should also include
network in the Army Depot. The depot is
linked

to

the Santa Fe /Missouri Pacific

mainline, which

runs east from

Pueblo .

Construction materials for the LIMRV track
were hauled in
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on the spur track . Switches

provisions for prototype testing ... high
speed rail and

contemporary

locomo

tive-hauled freight equipment should be
accommodated .
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Figure 24. Transportation Test Center Layout.
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•

Systems: ... both

Tube Vehicle

evac

cluded in the Test Center at Pueblo , Col

uated and atmospheric pressure systems

orado, will be used to study the dynamics

need to be tested , together with opera

ofboth freight and passenger railroad ve
hicles. ...

tions in tunnels ofsurface vehicles like the
TACV ...

The Tube Vehicle , Network Control, and
• Network Controls . Several automobile
related systemswill require ... control of

Suspended Vehicle test facilities havenot
been built, but all the others are opera

headways, switching and exit . ...
tional. Although the Rail Dynamics Labo
• Suspended

Vehicle

ratory does not yet have the full testing

Systems:

dynamic interaction between vehicle and
guideway up to 150 mph ( 241 km / h )....

capability , the growth potential has al
ready been

achieved

for safety

testing

and in addition , a rail transit testing facility
• Growth Potential:... Safety — including
exists at the TTC . See Figure 24.
destructive impact and survival testing.
Passenger — automobile and freight in

In March 1971, construction began on the
terchange . ...
first section

of the 9.1 mile

(14.6 km )

transit oval, electrified with a third rail600
The Fourth Report also stated in the Rail
Technology section : “ Final design and

volt DC system . The first section , of 2.8
miles (4.5 km ), was dedicated in August

construction

of a wheel-rail dynamics
1971. A

second construction phase to

laboratory is under contract to Wyle Lab
close the loop was completed in the fall of

oratories, Inc. The laboratory, to be in

G
N
I
S
S
RRO
C AIL
RO

AD

CO

003

Figure 25. Train to Train Crashworthiness Test.
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1972. The facility consists ofthe track and

stock

components. A

train

operating 16

sq . ft . (715 m²) maintenance

hours a day around the 4.8 -mile (7.7 km )

building containing a 100 ft (30.5 m ) ser

loop exposes track and equipment to loads

vice pit, 600 volt DC power source , and a
track scale . The transit oval includes six

ten times as rapidly as in revenue service.

different combinations of welded or

testing — train -to -train collisions, see Figure

a 7700

jointed

is used for destructive

or concrete

25. The Dynamics Track is used to measure

the summer of 1975 , cate

wheel forces, vibration characteristics, truck

rail and wooden

crossties. In

The Impact Track

nary was erected to test Standard Light
Rail Vehicles ; test vehicles can now use
third rail or overhead electrification .

oscillations, and long train dynamics. Tests
that have been run on the Dynamics Track
are described in the Rail Technology sec
tion . The TTC complex of test tracks is now

With the start of operations on the Facility
for Accelerated Service Testing (FAST ) in
September 1976 , the conventional railroad
test tracks at the TTC totaled a little over 22
miles ( 35.4 km ) in

length . The first two

tracks were completed

in

mid - 1973: the

superior to

any railroad test facility

any

where in the world . The only other facilities
like FAST are in the USSR and Czechos
lovakia , but those facilities do not have the
complex ofother types oftest tracks that the
TTC has.

.76 -mile ( 1.2 km ) Impact Track and part of
the Dynamics Track of 5.7 miles (9.2 km ).
The 14 -mile (22.5 km )high -speed loop was

FAST is the result of outstanding coopera

built in

Railroads (through the Association of
American Railroads) and suppliers (mostly

two sections, both started in

1975 .

FAST is used to life -test track and rolling

tion

between

government and

industry .

1903

Figure 26. Torch Test on Coated Track Car Section .
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through the Railway Progress Institute ) fur

A

nished the track components, ballast, and

signed in

rail (welding rail into

ft (439 m )

orado Power Companybegan the construc

lengths), ties, spikes, turnouts , and
switches. Railroads furnished locomotives

tion of an 11 -mile (18 km ), 115 kv transmis

1440

five-year electric

sion

utility contract was

June 1972 , and Southern

Col

line to the Center operations area .

and cars, railroads and suppliers furnished
car parts. The FRA funded the construction

In

and maintains the track and the train , and

supervision , the FHWA regional office in

funds the operation .

Denver took on the job of finding a supply

addition to surveying and construction

ofwater for the Center. All localinformation
The only test facility at the TTC that does

indicated

not involvemoving vehicles ( or simulation )

thousand feet down and the most logical

that any aquifer was several

is the Tank Car Torch Test Facility . In the

way to obtain water was to purchase it from

center of a half-mile (0.8 km ) radius safety
zone, tank car thermal insulations are sub

the cattle companies whose wells were lo

jected to high temperatures from a propane
torch to simulate a fire after an accident.

of the formations under the Test Center, a

cated on the edges of the site . After a study

This facility is operated under the joint As

FHWA geologist directed the drilling of a
testwell almost in the exact centerofthe site

sociation

and , at 180 ft (54.9 m ), struck a sufficient

of American Railroads/Railway

Progress Institute /FRA

Tank Car Safety

Project. (See Figure 26 ).

flow ofwater to supply all the Test Center's
needs for the foreseeable future. A water
supply

Support Facilities

system , consisting of a

300,000

gallon ( 1.135 megalitre ) storage tank with
pump and distribution lines to the various
buildings and fire hydrants, was completed

The first support facilities at the Test Center
in

January 1973.

were four office trailers on a gravel hard
stand. As construction of test tracks pro
During 1972, a centerwide communica

ceeded, so

did the construction of service
tions system

roads which grew to 40miles (64 km ) by the
end of 1973. An automobile overpass , car

The MITRE

rying the main

went into

operation , with

three-frequency portable radio
Corporation began

a

network .
a com

entrance road over the
munications requirements study aspart of a

LIMRV and TLRV guideways into the core
area ( the building complex ) of the Center,
was completed in July

master planning effort for future expansion
of facilities and test activities.

1972 .
Construction began in

1973 on the Center

In February 1971, an architect-engineer
contract was awarded to a minority business

Services Building, a 63,000 sq . ft (5850 sq.

enterprise for design of the project man

maintenance area for rail test vehicles, re

agement building. Although the building

search vehicles, and test center locomotives

was designed for the test program man
agement offices, it also temporarily housed

and rolling stock . In that year, FRA assumed

the Center headquarters. The 14,000 sq. ft.

port, and FHWA began design of an

( 1,300 sq . m ) building was occupied in Feb

weather road . Design

ruary 1972. Although designed to accomo

building to house the Center headquarters

m ) facility

to house a high bay repair and

responsibility for paving the road to the air

of an

date 70 people , the building housed 90

and

people before the end of 1972 .

Management Building began
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all

operations

relieve the overcrowded Program
in

1973. In

October of that year, the Operations and
Maintenance contractor completed a

five

year technical development program

to

construction

fere with

or test activities.

Barbed wire fences were built not only to
keep cattle away from

the active areas, but

guide expansion of the Center.

also to keep out antelope and people . As

By the fall of 1974, there were seven per

construction of facilities progressed , the
fences were extended until the center was

manentor semi- permanentbuildings in use

completely enclosed. Barbed wire has been

and two more under construction . In

used because more

use

were four test vehicle maintenance build

chain

ings, for the Linear MotorResearch Vehicle ,

tumbleweed .

link ,

the Tracked Levitated Research Vehicle ,
the Prototype Tracked Air Cushion Vehicle ,

Conservation

solid

fence , such

accumulates

banks

and environment have

as
of

en

Transit vehicles , and the Program

tered into facility construction in more ways

Managementbuilding, Rail Dynamics Lab

than one. For example, if areas denuded of

oratory , and

vegetation

and

a storage and maintenance

building. Construction

had started on the

during construction are not re

seeded , “ blow - outs” occur. The high winds

Operations Building and the Center Ser

scoop the dust out and large craters are

vices Building which the Center occupied in

formed; the windborne dust is an air pollu

January 1975. Twenty office trailers were in

tant. For the first construction project, the

use at the various test tracks and facilities for

Agriculture Extension Service was asked for

data

collection ,

instrumentation

storage,

recommendations on restarting vegetation .

etc. The 28,000 sq . ft (2600 sq . m ) Opera

At the start of earth -moving, the top

tions Building passed final inspection in Au

inches of soil were stockpiled and respread

gust 1975. See Figure 27.

after completion of the project. Then , amix
ture of grass seeds, which the Extension

Substations for power to

the PTACV and

TLRV guideways were operating in
and construction

had begun

on

Service recommended ,were sown , and the

1975

the Rail

Transit loop substation . Two 750 kw
standby generatorswere available to supply
power in emergencies and the internal

few

vas mulched . Experience showed that
water was necessary to germinate the seeds
and irrigation pipe has been used to get
water to the seeded areas. Wind erosion has
continued to be a

problem

schemes were tried — from

and several
elaborate

ar

power distribution system was substantially
complete . Other new construction included

rangements of snow

two 30,000 -gallon (113,550 litre) fuel stor

tires close together over bare areas — none

age tanks. By September 1975 , all but a
short section of the airport road was

vegetation has proven to be the best an

paved — that section required

swer.

a bridge for

of which was very

fences to

laying old

successful. Restarting

which additional funds had to be requested .
September 1975 also saw the first proposed
master plan for the Center.

Operations

Fence buildingbecame a continuing activity

predominately

construction

early in the life of the Test Center. Nearby

August

until the Operations and

ranchers who had leased the land for cattle

Maintenance contractor personnelbegan to

grazing before the state leased it to DOT

arrive in

The first phase ofoperations at the TTC was

1970

July

activity. From

1972 , other agencies of the

continued to graze their cattle on the unoc

Federal Government, primarily from

cupied portions as long as they did not inter

assisted a small number of FRA and UMTA

DOT,
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Figure 27. The Core Area of Transportation Test Center.
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representatives to

supervise

contractors. As described

construction

nel was built up quickly to provide direct

above, FHWA

support to test contractors as well as per

surveyors and civil engineers were at work

form
the logistics and housekeeping func
tions. A four-man fire department was

soon after the Secretary's announcement of
the site selection ; other personnel, inspec

formed to provide standby protection dur

tors and engineers from

the FAA , the Corps

ing testing (which test contractors had pro

of Engineers , and the Pueblo Army Depot

vided forthemselves).Kentron began a sys

(PAD ), participated before the end of

tematic review

1970. During the first phase, security was

to acquire asmuch equipment and supplies

provided by a small business minority con
tractor from Pueblo .

as possible without spending Test Center
Funds. The most valuable surplus equip

of government surplus lists

ment obtained were

13

diesel electric

The support equipment acquisition began

locomotives from the Army. These 1500 hp

with borrowing from

(1119 kw ) locomotives were built late

PAD , leasing from

in

GSA , and purchasing. The initial major

World War II, and after service in Iran , had

piece of equipment purchased was a 3000

been in

hp (2240 kw ) diesel electric locomotive .

tives,with little maintenance other than new

storage since 1946. The locomo

batteries, were put rightto work as switchers
When Kentron -Hawaii , Ltd. started as the
first operations and maintenance

(O & M )

contractor, the number of support person

and test vehicles in
Several have been

used

in

locomotive /

caboose collision tests and tank car impacts .

Figure 28. A Test Train Consist Pulled by DOT Locomotive .
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grade-crossing impacts.

Othermajor equipment purchased includes

2. Freight Car Truck - American

Steel

Foundries proprietary test

fire trucks and mobile radios.Much surplus
road and track maintenance equipmentand

3. High -Speed locomotive - evaluation of
machine tools have been

found. Other

high -speed performance for Amtrak
machine tools had to be purchased . The
O & M contractor took over the test control

4

Freight Car

Truck - Dresser

Industries

proprietary test

function to ensure safety and proper logis
tics support to the test contractors. Test ac

5. Hazardous Materials

Car

Stability

tivity has increased to an average of two
performance of Dept. of Defense cars
tests a day, with as many as six or seven
conducted in one day.

6. Amfleet Cars — reliability tests for Am
trak

Test programs run include tests for man
7.

Rohr Turboliner tests for Amtrak

ufacturers and Amtrak in addition to those
described in

other sections of this report.

Some of these are :

8. Freight Car Truck — ACF proprietary
tests
(An example of a railroad test is shown in Figure 28 ).

Railroad
Transit
1. LRC — passenger train ride quality and
reliability evaluation for a Canadian con
sortium

of companies

1.

Track

Geometry Measuring Equip

ment - developmental tests

Figure 29. State of the Art Cars (SOAC ) on UMTA's Rail Transit Test Track .
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2. SOAC — reliability and performance of
transit car

5.

SLRV - performance of light rail vehicle

3. Gas Turbine/Electric - performance

of the O & M

In 1976 Dynelectron won a recompetition

tests of dual propulsion
4.

Kentron -Hawaii. By the fall of 1976 , over
300 employees were at work at the TTC .

Stored Energy Car - performance and
reliability tests of flywheel

94

contract and took over from

( An example of a transit test is seen in Figure 29 ).
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The first studies of high - speed

ground

FHWA, UMTA , and FRA participating. FRA

transportation made for the Department of

was assigned

Commerce in 1965 , concluded thattunnels

hardrock tunneling research .

would be important to

primary

responsibility

for

any future ground

transportation systems. This conclusion was

The intercity transportation systemsstudied

reached , because high speeds require pro

in the HSGT program

tected and relatively level guideways — for
which tunnels excel, and also because the

tunnels

intercity trips, tunnels can be deep in the

cost ofsurface routes through urban centers

ground because ascentto and descent from

was, in

some cases more expensive than

the surface are infrequent. Deep tunnels do

tunneling. If the cost of tunneling were to be

have advantages— avoidance of building
foundations and utilities — which can be

reduced

significantly , subsurface routes

might be used more for allmodes of ground

to

go beneath

would require long
urban

areas. On

realized if the cost can be reduced .

transportation .

Rock

Cutting

In 1966 , OHSGT joined with the Bureau of
Mines, the Bureau of Reclamation , the

Mosthard - rock tunneling has been doneby

Corps of Engineers, the Bureau of Public

drilling small holes into the tunnel face , in

Roads, the Geologic Survey , the Atomic

serting explosives, blasting out several feet

Energy Commission , and the Air Force in

of rock , and then removing the rock frag

an

Ad Hoc Committee on

Rapid Excava

ments . This is a batch process and can be

tion . The committee's first action was to

relatively slow and expensive. A continuous

sponsor a study by the National Academyof

cutting process, when

Sciences (NAS ) to review possible new tun

less costly . Mechanical boring machines,
which are continuous, have been used with

neling techniques. The NAS found that with

feasible , should be

adequate research , savings ofmore than

some success in soft to medium hard rock .

$ 10 billion might be possible in

However, the cutters wear rapidly , even in

the con

struction of3,000 miles of tunnels that they

softer rock , and constitute a large part ofthe

forecast for construction for the period be

boring expense .

tween 1967 and 1990. An additional $ 13
billion could be saved in mining.

The OHSGT program

started with a search

for other continuous rock - cutting tech

The size of the possible savings justified an

niques that would be faster and significantly

extensive research program .

cheaper than

Therefore ,

“ drill and blast."

The

first

after the U.S. Departmentof Transportation

technique to be evaluated was one to im

was established , a R & D

prove the effectiveness ofcuttingwith jets of

program

was or

ganized under the direction of the Office of

water. Water-jet cutting had been used but

the Secretary of Transportation , with

the speed was not enough to decrease tun
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the

nelboring costs. The proposal was to intro

Surfactant work

duce cavitation (air bubbles) into

sponsorship of the National Science Foun

a jet of

water, the reasoning being that cavitation
causes rapid wear of ships' propellers and,
therefore,

should

laboratory

tests

erode rock . However ,

also continues under the

dation (NSF ). Different types of surfactants
have been tested with diamond-tipped drills
and may reduce wear rather than weaken

insufficient im

the rock . Another approach to weakening

provementofwaterjetswith cavitation over

rock was studied by MIT graduate students

those without.

using a laser borrowed from Raytheon Cor

showed

poration . Laser beams had been

tried on

Another technique to reduce the cost of
rock before, butmerely melted small holes
hard - rock tunneling was

to

adapt the

flame-jet technique used to quarry

stone

thatcould notbe used effectively to fracture
rock . The students found an unfocused

blocks. The flame jet produces noise , heat,
laser beam

did notmelt the rock , but heated

and fumes, which can be tolerated in the
it sufficiently to weaken it considerably. Re
open air , but in a tunnelwould be danger

sults were so encouraging that a system en

ous to tunneling crews. United Aircarft Cor
poration Research Laboratories, in looking
at ways of using flame jets in

gineering study was done on a laser boring
machine .

the tunnel

environment, developed a concept offlame
jets to

cut numerous grooves in the rock
An early finding in that study was that the

face , followed by mechanical or hydraulic
arms to break

out the

power required for a machine to bore

a

rock between
transportation - sized tunnel exceeded the

grooves. The answer to the environmental
largest laser built or proposed . The study
problems was to

enclose the crew

in

an
was then changed to a “ laser -assisted

bor

environmentally controlled cab and have
ing machine.
them

operate the equipment remotely . This

concept was technically

On mechanical boring

machines, which

rotate the entire boring

feasible, but the
head , the outer cutters wear fastest as they

cost savings appeared to be marginal and
it required a rather large investment to de
velop. To date , no excavation machinery
manufacturers have been willing to risk the

travel farthest. A machine was designed to
incorporate a laser beam
mirrors to

with

divide the beam

an array of
into

smaller

beams and direct each of the small beams

necessary investment.
on

to

the rock in

front of a cutter on

the

outer periphery of the machine head. The
OHSGT sponsored theoreticalwork atMIT
on the mechanics of rock fracture and the

heat from the laser beam

producesweaken

ing or thermal stress and the mechanical
effects of chemicals on the strength of rock .
stress introduced by the cutter is lower. Al
Laboratory tests showed a noticeable de
though the design significantly reduced the
crease in the strength of the wetted area of
power, it still required

a laser larger than

several types of rock when various chemi
those commercially available .
cals were sprayed on them . A field experi
ment was conducted in

a Chicago storm

sewer being excavated by machine through
limestone. Aluminum chloride was mixed

High -pressure water jets are being investi

with the water sprayed on the tunnel face to

boring machines in much the same fashion

keep dust down . The rate of advance ofthe

as the laser-assisted boring machine con

gated further by NSF to assist mechanical

boring machine increased by 10 percent

cept. Results have been

over the rate achieved without aluminum

attention has been directed toward the re

chloride in

liability of high -pressure pumps.

the spray water.

encouraging and
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Still anothertechnique proposed for fractur

given to Terraspace, Inc., to design and test

ing rock was the use of very high -velocity
gas guns developed to simulate meteoroid

a single - shot, very high -velocity water
" cannon . ” The cannon was built with a

impact on space vehicles. In

experiments

Russian -patented nozzle calculated to

ex

performed at the Naval Research Labora

trude water at velocities up to 12,000 ft/ sec

tory , small nylon pellets did shatter a sub

(3660 m / sec).

stantial volume of rock , but significant im
provement in

rates of advance cannot be

accomplished without a

rapid

firing gun .

The magnitude of the potential improve

After laboratory tests on cubes of rock , the
cannon was tested in a limestone and a
granite

quarry .

The calculated

velocities

ment in rate of excavation was not judged

were not achieved ,butresultswere satisfac

by FRA to be large enough to warrant the

tory in

investment necessary to

develop such

a

the volume of rock

fractured . See

Figure 30 .

gun .
Further development is required to reduce
The most extensive effort in the HSGT pro

noise , to simplify the mechanisms, and to

gram

design

to improve rock fracture techniques

a rapid firing mechanism

(without

was in the use of intermittent high- velocity

which a respectable rate of advance could

jets of water. Several contracts were
awarded to universities and research or

not be achieved). This additional develop

ganizations to study different aspects of this
technology . On the basis oftheir results and
work done in the USSR , a contract was

ment has not been

priority

as other

and/or have a greater chance of

success .

Figure 30. High Pressure Water Cannon Being Tested on Rock Test Cube.
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undertaken

R & D tasks have been judged to be ofhigher

Cost Estimating

rate of liner installation was singled out as

To obtain better cost estimates, Harza En

ogy is inadequate to keep up with the rate of

gineering developed a computer program

boring in many types of rock formations.

particularly important, since lining technol

that improved the accuracy of estimating
the cost of proposed hard rock tunneling.
The programmed
data

as:

input consists of such

geology , diameter, depth

and

length of the tunnel,method of excavation ,

To speed the rate of liner installation , Illinois
came up with

a concept of a continuous

lining tunneling system . The system

consists

and thickness and type of lining. The pro

of a tunnel-boring machine; concrete han
dling, mixing, and pumping equipment;

gram computes costs for labor, materials ,
and supervision for tunnels and shafts. The

against the wet concrete to move the tunnel

program was so well received that the FRA

boring machine forward . The Office of the

contract with Harza was extended to modify

Assistant Secretary

the computer program

to handle

soft

ground tunneling estimating as well. The

and slipforms, seals , and jacks for thrusting

ment in

for Systems Develop

1976 began the development of a

prototype extruded linear system .

Boston District Office of the Corps of En
gineers had a copy made of the deck of

Continuous lining has been made possible

computer cards for use in planning a water

by

supply system

the development of wire -reinforced

for Hartford , Connecticut.

regulated -set concrete. One-inch (25 mm )
long wires are
The cost estimating model is in use at this
writing, in a study sponsored by the Na
tional Science Foundation of“ Comparative

added to

concrete

during

mixing and are scattered randomly through
the mix to add tensile

strength .

The

regulated -set concrete investigation

re

Costs of Tunnels with Depth of Construc

sulted in
tion in Urban Areas,”

the development of mixes that

for which the model

achieve a compressive strength of 1000 psi
is computing costs

of tunnels at various

( 70 kg/cm²) in

172 hours, but will allow
adequate handling timebefore it sets. These

depths.

characteristics

Tunnel Lining

possibilities

in

sprayed-on concrete, such as shotcrete, as
well as with slipformed linings. Experimen

The largest single research
HSGT tunneling program

offer

effort in

the

tal mixes having various quantities of wire
fibers and regulated -set cements were

was research on

tunnel linings,which can constitute asmuch

tested to arrive at the optimum characteris
tics. The work included pumping tests

as 30 to 40 percent of the construction cost.
Even in hard rock , the linings are a signifi

through pipes. Controlofthe flow is difficult

cant portion of the tunneling cost. A

because the wires jam

valves and clog pipes

pro

at bends and connections.
gram

at the University

of Illinois, which

started in 1967 and continued throughout
the remainder of the HSGT program ,

From

studied

linois staff prepared a manual for shotcrete

a number of different aspects of

tunnel liners and made important contribu
tions to the state - of-the-art. The objectives
were to examine the theory of earth pres

the laboratory

experiments, the Il

practice in underground construction ,
which contains design considerations, en
gineering properties , application

tech

sures and their effect on liner design , and to

niques , and shotcrete specifications. Also

investigate new linermaterials and cheaper

included

methods of placing liners. Increasing the

are information dealing with

the

use and engineering properties offiber and
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regulated -set cement shotcrete, and guide
lines for placing shotcrete underground.

liners were also

tested.

The test program

showed that the rolled steel H

sections nor

mally used for the temporary sets are not as
In addition to the continuous lining andma

strong as tubular sections.

terials research at Illinois, a new large- scale
test facility

for liners and sets * were con

Through the work on the FRA contracts, the

structed in the University's civil engineering

Civil Engineering Department of the Uni

laboratory. The facility consists of eight
massive reinforced - concrete abutments ,

versity of Illinois has built up an outstanding

againstwhich 60 -ton (54.4 metric ton ) hy

and techniques. The test facility is available

ability for research on tunnel liningmaterials

draulic jacks can react to provide the load

for other organizations to evaluate new liner

ing forces. The abutments are bolted to the

designs. The first use has been under a joint

structuraltesting floor of the building to help
take the loads from the jacks. Liners up to

UMTA/OST project; a

10.2

was tested . That design has been included

ft ( 3.1 m ) in

diameter have been

signed for a

precast liner de

section of Baltimore subway

tested . This is half- scale for a single track

as a bid option in the Invitation for Bids for

transportation tunnel. See Figure 31.

construction of a 1700 -ft (518 m ) section of
tunnel.

Steel sets that have been
“ H ”

sections and both

tested include :
hollow

and

concrete - filled rectangular and round tubu
lar

sections.

Completion ofmix tests and preparation of
themanual for wire -reinforced shotcrete for

Conventional concrete ,

polymer, and steelfiber reinforced concrete

* Sets are temporary supports used until permanent lining can be
installed.

Figure 31. Linear Test Facility at the University of Illinois .
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tunnels , described above, has completed
the research . Commercial organizations in

balance ,

and

wheel - and - shield

con

cepts — were found to be small.

England and Germany are now marketing
equipment for wire -reinforced

shotcrete ,

Materials Handling

but as yet, no U.S. company has used the
technology .

A

similar survey by Holmes and Narver,

Inc., of materials handling (spoil removal
Work

is continuing on the extruded liner

and construction materials ) produced evi

concept under OST sponsorship; a contract

dence that the current practice of using rail

is expected in early 1977.

cars could be improved upon by use of a
new wayside propulsion method — moving

Soft -Ground

Early

in

Tunneling

ontal wheels pushing against the sides
of the cars .

the HSGT tunneling program , a

survey wasmade by Fennix and Sisson , Inc.

When the decision wasmade by FRA not to

of soft- ground tunneling methods, with a
comparision of their cost- effectiveness .
Cost differences between the most promis

request any HSGT funds for FY 1976 , the

ing

alternatives — dredgehead , soil-water

tunneling program

was transferred to

the

Office of the Assistant Secretary for Systems
Development and Technology .
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Chapter

10

International

Cooperation

103

In

1966 , the OHSGT staff made their first

visits to

organizations doing research

on

French National Railways, and Japanese
National Railways, in

a survey

of HSGT

high -speed rail and HSGT systems in other

technology and research activities. A report

countries. The organizations visited were:

was published to be used by member rail

Japanese National Railways,

British

British Hovercraft, Office of Research

Rail,
and

Experiments (ORE ) of the International

roadsin consideringhigh - speed ground sys
tems as alternatives in

their long- range

planning.

Union of Railways, German Federal Rail
ways , and the Societe d'Aerotrain . From

With the changed FRA goals and priorities

these visits grew

for undertaking R & D efforts in the solution
of more near term
conventional railroad

cooperative projects and

contracts with British Rail Research Centre ,
Tracked Hovercraft Ltd. ( a company
formed

in

1967 to

take over

the British

tracked

air cushion vehicle development),

problems, international, bi-lateral agree
ments with

FRA's

and French Aerotrain .

some of the foreign countries

were redirected

with

R & D

in order to complement
efforts . The FRA agreement

the Soviet Union

was given

greater

OHSGT sponsored a small laboratory ex

importance due to the high degree of de

periment on an air cushion by a post doc

velopmentofthe Soviet rail technology and

toral fellow from the University of Palermo.
This resulted in an information exchange on

similarities between

tems. The technology

air cushion vehicle and linear electric motor

with the Soviet Union has resulted in FRA

development between

OHSGT

and

Palermo.

Soviet and U.S. sys
exchange program

receiving several hundred technical docu
ments from them . There have been several
visits and discussions between

the two

After the DOT Office of International Re

countries on topics of pressing importance.

search Cooperation was formed, FRA par

Additionally , FRA and DOT have another

ticipated in theDOT internationalexchange
programs with a number of countries. The

agreement with the Soviet Union
vanced

on

ad

systems research. Under this

Railways developed into a part of the formal

agreement the U.S. has been providing the
Sovietswith the results from the R & D which

DOT annual information exchange meet

was done under the HSGT program

contacts made with the Japanese National

the

ings.

Soviet side has been

further research
In

1973 , FRA joined

the International

in

and

undertaking

the areas of Magnetic

Levitation and Linear Electric Motor pro

Union of Railways and ORE , and soon af

pulsion . Since U.S. effort in the advanced

terward , an R & D office representative par

systemshasbeen reduced , the results of the

ticipated with representatives ofBritish Rail,

work which the Soviets are doing will be

German FederalRailways, Italian Railways ,

available to the U.S. for its possible future
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application in this country . The agreement
with the U.S.S.R. calls for reassessment of

valuable

technical information

from

the

German Ministry of Transport and German

develop

Federal Railways which will prove to be

plans for further research . Accordingly , the
FRA is keeping the PTACV in storage . This

highly useful in the revitalization of the U.S.
railroads. As with the Soviet Union , DOT

the present technology and to

may serve as an excellent test bed for a
possible cooperative

activity

should

the

Soviets succeed in making major advances
in these two areas.

has a program
Research
an

with the German Ministry of

and Technology (MORT) under

existing agreement for cooperation in

advanced

systems research . Under this

agreement, Germany is conducting tests on
Anothercountry with which FRA has placed
greater importance for collaboration in con
ventional rail research is the FederalRepublic of German (FRG ). The agreement with
the FRG has been restructured to take ad

their Maglev vehicle and guide-way to vali
date the U.S. computermodel for determin
ing the vehicle /guideway response to the
guideway characteristics . Similar tests
based on the German computer modelwill
be conducted and the results used to com

vantage of their advanced technology in
conventional rail. The FRA has received

pare the two.
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APPENDIX

A

HSGT Act and Extensions - 1965-1968-19;

Public Law 89-220
89th Congress, s . 1588
September 30 , 1965
An

Act

To authorize the Secretary of Commerce to undertake research and develop
meat in high -speed ground transportation, and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatires of the
l'nited States of America in Congress assembled , That, consistent
with the objective of promoting a safe, adequate , economical, and
efficient national transportation system , the Secretary of Commerce
(hereafter in this Act referred to as the “ Secretary.” ) is authorized to
undertake research and development in high -speed ground transpor
tation , including, but not limited to , components such as materials,
aerodynamics, vehicle propulsion , vehicle control, communications,
and guideways
Sec. 2. The Secretary is authorized to contract for demonstrations to
determine the contributions that high -speed ground transportation
could make to more efficient and economical intercity transportation
systems. Such demonstrations shall be designed to measure and
evaluate such factors as the public response to new equipment, higher
speeds, variations in fares, improved comfort and convenience, and
more frequent service . In connection with contracts for demonstra .
tions under this section, the Secretary shall provide for financial par.
ticipation by private industry to themaximum extent practicable.
Sec . 3. Nothing in this Act shall be deemed to limit research and
development carried out under the first section or demonstrations con .
tracted for under section 2 to any particular mode of high-speed
ground transportation.
Soc. 4. The Secretary is authorized to collect and collate transpor.
tation data , statistics, and other information which he determines will
contribute to the improvement of the national transportation system .
In carrying out this activity, the Secretary shall utilize the data, sta
tistics, and other information available from Federal agencies and
other sources of the greatest practicable extent. The date, statistics ,
and other information collected under this section shall be made avail
able to other Federal agencies and to the public insofar as practicable
Sec. 5. (a ) .There is hereby established in the Dopartment of Commerce an advisory committee consisting of soven members who shall
be appointed by the Secretary without regard to the civil service laws.
The Secretary shall designato one of the members of the Advisory
Committee as its Chairman . Membors of the Advisory Committee
shall be selected from among leading authorities in the field of
transportation
(b ) The Advisory Committee shall adviso theSecretary with respect
to policy matters arising in the administration of this Act, particularly
with respect to research and development carried out under the first
section and contracts for demonstrations entered into under section 2 .
Sec. 6. (a ) In carrying out the provisions of section 2 of this Act,
the Secretary shall provide fair and equitable arrangements, as deter
mined by the Socretary of Labor, to protect the interests of the
employees of any common carrier who aro affected by any demonstra -l
tion carried out under & contract between the Secretary and such
carrier undor such section . Such protoctive Arrangements shall
include, without being limited to, such provisions as may be necessary
for ( 1) the preservation of rights, privileges, and benefits ( including
continuation of pension rights and benefits) to such employees under
existing collectivo-bargaining agreements, or otherwise ; (2 ) the con
tinuation of collective-bargaining rights ; (3 ) the protection of such
individual employees against a worsening of their positions with
respect to their employment as a result of such demonstration ; ( 4 )
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assurances of priority of reemployment of employees terminated or
laid off as a result of such demonstration ; and (5 ) paid training or
retraining programs. Such arrangements shall include provisions
protecting individual employees against a worsening of their positions
with respect to their employment as the result of such demonstrations
which shall in no event provide benefits less than those established
pursuant to section 5 (2 ) ( f) of the Interstate Commerce Act (49
U.S.C. 5 ). Any contract entered into pursuant to the provisions of
section 2 of this Act shall specify the terms and conditions of such
protective arrangements.
(b ) The Secretary shall take such action as may be necessary to
insure that all laborers and mechanics employed by contractors or sub
contractors in the performance of construction work financed with the
assistance of funds received under any contract or agreement entered
into under this Act shall be paid wages at rates not less than those pre
vailing on similar construction in the locality as determined by the
Secretary of Labor in accordance with the Davis-Bacon Act, as
amended. The Secretary shall not enter into any such contract or
agreement without first obtaining adequate assurance that required
labor standards will be maintained upon the construction work. The
Secretary of Labor shall have with respect to the labor standards
specified in this subsection, the authority and functions set forth in
Reorganization Plan Numbered 14 of 1950 ( 15 F.R. 3176 ; 64 Stat.
1267 ; 5 U.S.C. 1332–15 ), and section 2 of the Act of June 13 , 1934 , as
amended (48 Stat. 948 ; 40 U.S.C. 276c ).
Sec. 7. In exercising the authority granted in the first section and
section 2 of this Act, the Secretary may lease, purchase, develop , test,
and evaluate new facilities, equipment, techniques, and methods and
conduct such other activities as may be necessary, but nothing in this
Act shall be deemed to authorize the Secretary to acquire any interest
in any line of railroad .
Sec. 8. (a ) (1) In exercising the authority granted under this Act ,
the Secretary is authorized to enter into agreements and to contract
with public or private agencies, institutions, organizations, corpora
tions, and individuals, without regard to sections 3648 and 3709 of the
Revised Statutes (31 U.S.C. 529 ; 41 U.S.C. 5 ) .
(2 ) To the maximum extent practicable, the private agencies, insti
tutions, organizations, corporations, and individuals with which the
Secretary enters into such agreements or contracts to carry out re
search and development under this Act shall be geographically dis
tributed throughout the United States.
(3 ) Each agreement or contract entered into under this Act under
other than competitive bidding procedures, as determined by the Sec
retary, shall provide that the Secretary and the Comptroller General
of the United States, or any of their duly authorized representatives ,
may , for the purpose of audit and examination , have access to any
books, documents , papers, and records of the parties to such agreement
or contract which are pertinent to the operations or activities under
such agreement or contract.
(b ) The Secretary is authorized to appoint, subject to the civil serr
ice laws and regulations, such personnel asmay be necessary to enable
him to carry out efficiently his functions and responsibilities under
this Act. The Secretary is further authorized to procure services as
authorized by section 15 of the Act of August 3, 1946 (5 U.S.C. 55a ) ,
but at rates for individuals not to excood $ 100 per diem , unless other
wise specified in an appropriation Act.
Sec. 9. In exercising the authority granted under this Act, the Secre
tary shall consult and cooperate, as he deems appropriate, with the
Administrator of the Housing and Home Finance Agency and other
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departments and agencies, Federal, State , and local. The Secretary
shall further consult and cooperate, as he deems appropriate, with
institutions and private industry .
Sec . 10. (a ) The Secretary shall report to the President and the
Congress not less often than annually with respect to activities carried
out under this Act.
(b ) The Secretary shall report to the President and the Congress
the results of his evaluation of the research and development pro
gram and the demonstration program authorized by this Act, and
shall make recommendations to the President and the Congress with
respect to such future action as may be appropriate in the light of
these results and their relationship to other modes of transportation
in attaining the objective of promoting a safe, adequate, economical,
and efficient national transportation system .
( c) The Secretary shall, if requested by any appropriate committee
of the Senate or House of Representatives, furnish such committee
with information concerning activities carried out under this Act and
information obtained from research and development carried out with
funds appropriated pursuant to this Act .
Sec . ii. There are hereby authorized to be appropriated such sums
as may be necessary to carry out the provisions of this Act, but
not to exceed $ 20,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1966 ;
$ 35,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1967; and $ 35,000,000
for the fiscal year ending June 30 , 1968. Such sums shall remain
available until expended.
Sec . 12. Except for section 4 , this Act shall terminate on June 30,
1969. The termination of this Act shall not affect the disbursement
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of funds under, or the carrying out of, any contract commitment, or
other obligation entered into pursuant to this Act prior to such date
of termination .
Approved September 30 , 1965 .
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Public Law 90-423
90th Congress , H. R. 16024
July 24 , 1968

An Act
82 STAT , 424

To extend for two years the Act of September 30 , 196 , relating to high -speed
ground transportation , and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and Ilouse of Representatives of the
United States of America in l'ongress assembled , That (a ) the first
section of the Act entitled “ An Act to authorize the Secretary of
(Commerce to undertake research and development in high-speed
ground transportation , and for other purposes ”, approved September 30 , 1965 (79 Stat. 893 ; Public Law 89-220 ; 49 U.S.C. 1631) , is
amended by striking out " Secretary of Commerce " and inserting in
lieu thereof" the Secretary of Transportation " .
(b ) Sation 5 of such Act of September 30, 1965 , is amended by
striking out “ Dopartment of Commerce " and inserting in lieu there.
of “ Department of Transportation " .
( c ) Section 7 of such Act of September 30, 1965, is amended by
adding at the end thereof the following : “ In furtherance of these ac
tivities, the Secretary may acquire necessary sites by purchase, lease,
or grant and may acquire, construct, repair, or furnish necessary
support facilities . In furtherance of a demonstration program , the
Socretary may contract for the construction of two suburban rail sta
tions, one at Lanham , Maryland , and one at Woodbridge, New
Jersey,without acquiring any property interest therein ."
( d ) Section 9 of such Act of September 30, 1965, is amended by
striking out “ Administrator of the Housing and Home Finance
Agency " and inserting in lieu thereof " Secretary of Housing and
Urban Development.'
( e ) The first sentence of section 11 of such Act of September 30 ,
1965, is amended by striking out " and " and by striking out the period
at the end thereof and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon and the
following : “ $ 16,200,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1969; and
$ 21,200,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1970."
( f) The first sentence of section 12 of such Act of September 30 ,
1965, is amended by striking out “ 1969 " and inserting in lieu thereof
“ 1971” .
Approved July 24 , 1968.

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY :
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July 19 : Considered and passed Senate .
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Public Law 91.444
91st Congress, S. 3730
October 13 , 1970
an Act

84 STAT , 915
To extend for one year the Act of September 30, 1903, as amended by the Act of
July 24, 1948, relating to high-speed ground transportation, and for other
purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled , That ( a ) the first
sentence of section 11 of the Act entitled " An Act to authorize the Secretary of Transportation to undertake research and development in
high - speed ground transportation " , approved September 30, 1965
( Public Law 89-220 ; 79 Stat. 893 ; 49 U.S.C. 1631-1642 ) , as amended ,
is amended by striking out “ , and" and the period at the end thereof
and inserting a semicolon and the following: "and $21,700,000 for the
fiscal year ending June 30, 1971." .

High -speed ground
transportation .
Researoh exten
82 Stat. 424.

(b ) The first sentence of section 12 of such Act of September 30, Tormination
1985,as amended , is further amended by striking out “ 1971 " and insert . date.
ing in lieu thereof " 1972 " .
Approved October 13 , 1970 .

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY :
HOUSE REPORT No. 91-1251 nocompanying H. R. 17538 (Comm . on Interstate
and foreign commeroo ) .
SENATE REPORT No. 91-1036 (Comm . on Commoro) .
CONGRESS IONAL RECORD , Vol. 116 ( 1970) :
July 30 , oonsidered and passed Senate.
Sept. 30 , considered and passed House , in lieu of H. R. 17538 .
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92-348

92nd Congress , S. 979
July 13 , 1972

An Act
To amend the Act of September 30, 1965, relating to high-speed ground trans
portation , to enlarge the authority of the Secretary to undertake restarch and
levelopment, to remove the termination date thereof, and for other purposes.
Be it enacted by the Senate and House of Representatives of the
United States of America in Congress assembled , That (a ) the first High -speed
section of the Act entitled “ An Act to authorize the Secretary of Com
ground trans
merce to undertake research and development in high -speed ground portation .
transportation , and for other purposes” , approved September 30, 1965 Researoh
exten
sion ,
(49 U.S.C. 1631) , is amended by inserting " and door-to- door
ground transportation ” immediately after " high -speed ground 79 Stat . 893.
transportation ” .
(b ) The first sentence of section 2 of such Act (49 U.S.C. 1632) is Demonstration
amended to read as follows: " The Secretary is authorized to contract program .
for demonstrations to determine the contributions that high-speed
ground transportation and door -to -door ground transportation could
make to more efficient, safe, and economical intercity transportation
systems." .
Sec. 2. (a ) Section 8 ( a ) of such Act (49 U.S.C. 1638 (a ) ) is amended Contraots .
by redesignating paragraphs (2 ) and ( 3 ) as paragraphs (3 ) and (4 )
respectively, and by inserting immediately after paragraph ( 1) the
following new paragraph :
“ (2 ) In awarding contracts in connection with research and develop
ment and demonstration projects under this Act, the Secretary shall
give priority to proposals which will increase employment in labor
areas ( as those areas are described by the Secretary of Labor in title
41 of the Code of Federal Regulations) " ( A ) which are experiencing a rate of unemployment of 9
per centum or more of the area's work force, or a rate of unem
ployment of 150 per centum or more of the federally determined
unemployment rate for the entire United States ; or
“ ( B ) which have experienced a 1 per centum increase in unem
ployment, as determined by the Secretary of Labor, of the avail
able work force as a result of the termination or reduction of a
federally financed or supported program and such increase in
unemployment continues to exist.
Nothing in this paragraph shall be construed to require that any
contract awarded under this Act must be wholly performed in any
one labor area .” .
( b ) Paragraph ( 3 ), as so redesignated by subsection (a ) of this sec
86 STAT. 462
tion , is amended to read as follows :
“ ( 3) Except as provided in paragraph (2 ) of this subsection, the 86 STAT . 463
private agencies, institutions, organizations, corporations, and individ
nials with which the Secretary enters into agreements or contracts to
carry out research and development under this Act shall, to the maxi
mum extent practicable, be geographically distributed throughout the
United States." .
Sec . 3. The first sentence of section 11 of such Act (49 U.S.C. 1641) Appropriation .
is amended by striking out " and" and by striking out the period at the 82 Stat . 424 ;
84 Stat . 915 .
end thereof and inserting in lieu thereof a semicolon and the follow
ing : “ $97,000,000 for the fiscal year ending June 30 , 1973 ; $ 126,000,000
for the fiscal year ending June 30 , 1974 ; and $ 92,900,000 for the fiscal
year ending June 30, 1973. ” .
Repeal.
Sec . 4. Section 12 of such Act (49 U.S.C. 1642 ) is repealed .
Sec. 5. ( a ) Section 504 ( a ) ( 3 ) of the I: terstate Commerce Act ( 49
U.S.C. 1234 (a ) ( 3 )) is amended by striking out " fifteen years after
72 Stat . 569 .
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86 STAT, 463

72 Stat. 569 .

the date thereof” and inserting in lieu thereof " twenty - five years after
the date thereof” .
( b ) Section 505 of the Interstate Commerce Act (49 U.S.C. 1235 )
is amended by inserting immediately after " renewal or extension of
any such guaranty " the following: " for any period of time not
exceeding twenty -five years from the date of the original guaranty” .
Sec . 6. Part V of the Interstate Commerce Act ( 49 U.S.C. 1231 et
seq.) is amended by renumbering section 510 as section 511 and by
inserting immediately after section 509 the following new section :
“ AUDIT BY COMPTROLLER GENERAL

Report to
Congress .

“ Sec . 510. (a ) In any case in which
“ ( 1) there is outstanding any guaranty by the Commission made
under this part ; or
" (2 ) the Secretary of the Treasury is required to make any
payment as a consequence of any guaranty by the Commission
made under this part ;
the financial transactionsof the common carrier by railroad subject to
this Act with respect to which such guaranty was made may be audited
by the Comptroller General of the United States under such rules
and regulations as he may prescribe. The representatives of the Comp
troller General shall have access to all books, accounts, records, reports,
files, and other papers, things, or property belonging to or in use by
such common carrier by railroad pertaining to its financialtransactions
and necessary to facilitate the audit, and such representatives shall be
afforded full facilities for verifying transactions with the balances or
securities held by depositories, fiscal agents, and custodians.
" (b ) A report of each such audit shall be made by the Comptroller
General to the Congress. The report to the Congress shall contain such
comments and information as the Comptroller General may deem
necessary to inform the Congress of the financial operations and con
dition of the common carrier by railroad involved in such audit,
together with such recommendations with respect thereto as he may
deem advisable. The report shall also show specifically any program ,
expenditure, or other financial transaction or undertaking observed in
the course of the audit, which , in the opinion of the Comptroller
General, adversely affects the financial operations or condition of the
common carrier by railroad involved in such audit or lessens the pro
tection afforded the United States at the time the original guaranty
was made. A copy of each report shall be furnished to the Commission
at the time it is submitted to the Congress.” .
Approved July 13, 1972 .

LEGISLATIVE HISTORY :
HOUSE REPORTS : No. 92-855 aoo ompanying H.R. 11384 (Comm . on Inter
state and Foreign Commerce) and No. 92-1195 (Comm .
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SENATE REPORT No. 92-147 (Comm . on Commerce ) .
CONGRESSIONAL RECORD :
Vol. 117 ( 1971 ) : June 15, oonsidered and passed Senate .
Vol. 118 ( 1972) : Mar. 2, considered and passed House,
amended, in lieu of H.R. 11384 .
June 29, House agreed to conferenoe report .
June 30 , Senate agreed to oon erano e report.
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Transportation

Appropriation
Program

Allocation of Funds
($ in thousands)

10 - Year
Total
FY 1966-75
Research and Development
Systems Engineering Test Center
High Speed Rail Research

$

Advanced Systems...
Supporting Technology
TOTALS

11,447
28,722
41.896
39,502
23,036

$ 144,603

Demonstration
Washington -New York (Metroliner)
Metroliner & Station Improvement

$

New York - Boston ( Turbo- Train )
Data Collection .....

13,000
14,357
13,996
4,583

Improved Passenger Train
Potential Demonstrations

1,659

4,243

and Studies

TOTALS

$ 51,838

GRAND TOTALS

$ 209,376

Administration

$

12,935
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